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Nomenclature 

Symbols  
A - active surface area per unit volume of porous electrode, cm2/cm3, 
AM - active surface area for primary reaction, cm2/cm3, 
AO2 - active surface area for oxygen reaction, cm2/cm3,  
AH2 - active surface area for hydrogen reaction, cm2/cm3, 
Amax - maximum active surface area, cm2/cm3, 
an - power series coefficients in the battery ohmic resistance model, sec-n,  
Ce - electrode capacitance, F,  
C1 - double-layer capacitance of positive electrode, F, 
C2 - double-layer capacitance of negative electrode, F, 
C/I - discharge rate, h,  
c - acid concentration, mol/cm3, 
cref - reference initial concentration, mol/cm3,  
cdl - double-layer specific capacitance, F/cm3,  
cPb2 - concentration of lead ions, mol/cm3, 
cPb2

* - saturation constant of lead ions, mol/cm3, 
D - electrolyte diffusion constant, cm2/s,  
Deff - diffusion in porous electrode, cm2/s, 
EA - activation energy, kJ/mole, 
F - Faraday’s constant, 96,487 C/mol, 
F - Fourier transform (operator), 
f - molar activity coefficient, no unit, 
h - thickness of porous electrode, cm, 
Iapp - applied current, A, 
Iap.0 - amplitude of current pulse, A, 
IPbSO4 - limit current density for cathodic reaction, A/cm2,  
i - current density in electrolyte, A/cm2, 
iM - current density generated by primary reaction, A/cm2,  
iO2 - current density generated by oxygen reaction A/cm2,  
iH2 - current density generated by hydrogen reaction, A/cm2, 
ik - current density generated by grid corrosion reaction, A/cm2, 
i0

M - exchange current density for primary reaction, A/cm2,  
i0

O2 - exchange current density for oxygen reaction A/cm2,  
i0

H2 - exchange current density for hydrogen reaction, A/cm2, 
i0

k - exchange current density for grid corrosion reaction, A/cm2, 
il - current density in electrolyte, A/cm2, 
is - current density in solid matrix of electrode, A/cm2, 
iapp - applied current density, A/cm2, 
i0 - exchange current density, A/cm2, 
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j - transfer current density, A/cm3; also imaginary unit in Chapter VI, 
jM - transfer current density for primary reaction, A/cm2,  
jO2 - transfer current density for oxygen reaction A/cm2,  
jH2 - transfer current density for hydrogen reaction, A/cm2, 
K1 - equivalent volume to charge constant, cm3/C,  
K2 - equivalent molarity to charge constant, mol/C, 
K3 - equivalent molarity to charge absolute constant, mol/C,  
k - constant: 1/k - temperature voltage, V, 
kore - oxygen recombination efficiency, no unit, 
kPbSO4 - mass-transfer coefficient for lead ions, cm/s,  
M - molecular weight of species: Pb, PbO2, PbSO4, g/mol, 
nO2 - number of moles of oxygen generated nO2

evl or reduced nO2
rec on electrode, mol,  

nH2
evl

 - number of moles of hydrogen generated on negative electrode, mol, 
nO2

g - number of oxygen gas moles accumulated in free space of battery, mol,  
nH2

g - number of hydrogen gas moles accumulated in free space of battery, mol,  
nH2O - number of water moles, mol,  
pO2 - oxygen partial pressure, Pa,  
pH2 - hydrogen partial pressure, Pa,  
pO2

ref - reference partial pressure of oxygen, Pa,  
pH2

ref - reference partial pressure of hydrogen, Pa,  
Q0 - oxygen flow velocity through separator, cm/s,  
Qmax - theoretical (reference) capacity of electrode, C/cm3, 
R - universal gas constant, 8.3145 J/mol-K, 
R0 - conducting elements resistance, Ω,  
R1 - charge-transfer resistance of positive electrode, Ω,  
R2 - charge-transfer resistance of negative electrode, Ω,  
Rct - charge-transfer resistance of single electrode, Ω, 
rct - charge-transfer local resistance, Ωcm3, 
r0 - conducting elements local resistance, Ωcm3, 
Sp - plate area, cm2, 
T - temperature, K,  
T0 - standard temperature, 298.2o K (25o C), also forecast period in in Chapter VI, sec, 
t - elapsed time, sec, 
t0 - initial moment, sec,  
to

+ - transference number, no unit,  
U - thermodynamic equilibrium potential for primary reaction, V,  
UO2 - thermodynamic equilibrium potential for oxygen reaction V,  
UH2 - thermodynamic equilibrium potential for hydrogen reaction, V,  
Vo - partial molar volume of acid in electrolyte, cm3/mol, 
Ve - partial molar volume of water in electrolyte, cm3/mol, 
w - applied volumetric current density, A/cm3, 
wM - primary reaction volumetric current density, A/cm3, 
wbyp - capacitive volumetric current density, A/cm3,  
x - depth of porous electrode, cm, 
Z - overall battery impedance, Ω, 
ZAC - double-layer impedance, Ω, 
ZEC - electrochemical impedance, Ω, 
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Greek Symbols  
αa - anodic apparent transfer coefficient for primary reaction, no unit,  
αc - cathodic apparent transfer coefficient for primary reaction, no unit,   
αO2 - apparent transfer coefficient for oxygen reaction, no unit,  
αH2 - apparent transfer coefficient for hydrogen reaction, no unit,  
αk - apparent transfer coefficient for grid corrosion reaction, no unit,  
αAh - charging efficiency, no unit, 
β - tortuosity exponent, no unit, 
ε - porosity of electrode, fraction of electrode saturated with acid, no unit, 
η - surface overpotential for primary reaction, V,  
ηO2 - surface overpotential for oxygen reaction V,  
ηH2 - surface overpotential for hydrogen reaction, V,  
θ - state of charge, no unit,  
κ - acid conductivity, S/cm, 
κeff - conductivity of porous electrodes or separator, S/cm, 
µ - dimensionless acid concentration, no unit, 
ρ - electrode morphology coefficients, no unit, 
ρ - density of species (index): Pb, PbO2 or PbSO4, g/cm3, 
σeff - conductivity of porous electrode, S/cm, 
σ - conductivity of bulk electrode: Pb or PbO2, S/cm, 
φs - solid matrix potential, V, 
φl - electrolyte potential, V, 
ω - angular velocity, rad/s.  

Abbreviations 
AGM Absorbent Glass Mat 
ORE Oxygen Recombination Efficiency 
SOC State-Of-Charge 
SOH State-Of-Health 
UPS Uninterruptible Power Supply 
VPC Voltage Per Cell 
VRLA Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid 
SHE Standard Hydrogen Electrode 
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Chapter I 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Battery Failure Problem 
The blackouts of 2003 in the eastern parts of the United States and Canada as well as 
in the areas of Europe including major cities like London and Helsinki forced the citi-
zens and businesses of those areas to face the consequences of interrupted energy 
supply in daily life. Even if the nationwide grid systems are built using several levels 
of redundancy, a disaster may take place. On a smaller scale, the crucial services and 
emergency control systems such as telecommunications, intensive care in hospitals, 
data communications in banks, etc, are commonly secured using uninterruptible 
power supply (UPS) systems. The uninterruptibility of the energy flow in the UPS 
systems is most often secured using lead acid storage batteries [56], [57], which are 
automatically connected to supply energy in the case of interruption in the main en-
ergy source. 
 
Since late 1980s the valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA) batteries have gradually re-
placed their flooded counterparts in most of the applications. The VRLA batteries 
were originally marketed as maintenance free batteries suitable for installations in un-
controlled environmental conditions, subjecting the batteries to elevated ambient tem-
peratures and no monitoring. It turned out later that the expected life of the VRLA 
batteries was far inferior to the expected life of the flooded cells, causing deep disap-
pointments among the users of these items [20], [60]. As a consequence, the batteries 
have to be replaced significantly earlier than their rated life would otherwise necessi-
tate. In addition to the early replacement, the batteries have to be monitored or super-
vised in order to ensure even a satisfactory integrity of the UPS system. The supervis-
ing may be accomplished either manually or using electronic equipment tailored for 
the particular use. Naturally, the required cost savings necessitate the use of automatic 
supervisory equipment if available. 
 
The only way to fully check the actual state-of-health (SOH) and state-of-charge 
(SOC) of a battery is a full capacity test where the battery is disconnected from the 
system and connected to load providing the discharge current stated by its nominal 
capacity. The full capacity test causes extra costs, requires skilled staff, can endanger 
the system integrity, etc. Therefore, other methods, preferably based on non-intrusive 
test techniques, have been searched for years [60]. When the flooded batteries were in 
use, the float charge voltage reliably reflected the SOH of the individual cells. Unfor-
tunately, this is not true in VRLA batteries due to naturally high voltage scattering 
[14]. In mid 1990s, impedance-based methods started gaining attraction, in which ei-
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ther a current or voltage signal is injected into a cell or a group of cells and the re-
sponse is measured. Based on injection and the corresponding response, the battery 
impedance or conductance may be extracted [18], [26], [27]. The high scattering of 
readings [38], especially in the region of SOC that is most important from the user’s 
point of view (i.e., 80 - 100 %), can make the impedance method almost useless in 
practical applications, where the typical number of six-cell blocks is four. Therefore, 
the SOH or SOC of the individual blocks is difficult or even impossible to determine 
using the impedance based measuring equipment available. The reason for this may 
be due to the used excitation frequencies that are too high to measure anything but the 
dynamics of the double layer capacitor in the negative electrode. Consequently, the 
readings are small, and prone to variations in measurement practices. 

1.2. Model-based Approach 
As stated earlier, the only reliable method for assessing the SOH and SOC of a battery 
is a full capacity test. Based on these measurements, the trends in the battery behav-
iour may be deduced using the history.  
 
The approach taken in this thesis is to develop a monitoring model, which is adjusted 
to the behaviour of the actual battery based on the measured cell or block voltage, the 
current flowing through it and its ambient temperature. The measurements may be 
taken from a short discharge and subsequent recharge. After the model is calibrated, 
the battery voltage may be predicted accurately for any load level or load profiles in a 
similar way to a full capacity test, only this time simulating the full discharge. The 
best accuracy is obtained if the data used for the calibration is a full discharge cycle 
but the naturally occurring short duration discharge and subsequent recharge can usu-
ally give satisfactory accuracy as well. 
 
The modelling approach is based on the previously presented works of other research-
ers as explained in Section 1.5. The fast calculation model and the use of feedback 
control make the approach unique in giving fairly accurate predictions of the internal 
processes as well as enabling the automatic processing of the model calibration and 
predictions in a reasonable time. 
 
The possible application of the developed method in telecom usage is sketched in Fig. 
1.1. The monitoring system reads the recorded data from the base stations e.g. once a 
month, and predicts the SOH and SOC of the associated batteries against the actual 
load or using some other predefined load profiles. If violations in respect to the prede-
fined requirements are encountered, a request for replacing the associated battery can 
be automatically generated. If the recorded data is saved, the trends in the battery be-
havior may be given or even the future behavior predicted with some accuracy using 
properly scaled trend information. The number of sites connected to this kind of cen-
tralised monitoring system may be large. The monitoring system may be also installed 
at each site (distributed system), and can predict, for example, the remaining dis-
charge time during the mains outage in addition to the SOH and SOC predictions. 
 
The core elements (i.e., the prototype battery analysis software) of the system shown 
in Fig. 1.1 already exist (with parts of the technology patented in Finland (FI 114048) 
and in the United States), and are presented in more detail in Chapters II-IV (models) 
and Chapter V (software). The rest (i.e., data transfer, automation, hardware, long 
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term prediction) would need to be designed and implemented, but that has not been 
the subject of this thesis.   

Antenna site
containing
UPS batteries

Battery measurements Battery measurements

Diagnostics centre:
Battery evaluation
Fault detection  

Fig. 1.1. Monitoring of backup batteries. Weak battery for replacement can be detected in time and 
located in a large telecommunications network.  

In addition to the prediction of the battery discharge times, the model presented in this 
dissertation may be also used for characterisation of the internal functionality of the 
associated batteries in more detail. These processes (see next section for a list) are 
usually unobservable without using special electrochemical analysis to visualise them.  

1.3. Model Calibration, Fault Detection, and Analysis 
Calibration. In battery analysis (Fig. 1.2), the model is calibrated on the basis of 
measured data (current, voltage, temperature), using the last calibration setup as initial 
set point for new calibration for every battery. The new model parameters are chosen 
according to best fit with large sample of measured data.  
 
Fault detection. Battery failure is detected by simulation of the discharge process 
with respect to expected or measured load (C/I-ratio). The backup time and cut-off 
voltage are evaluated and compared with the required values. If they exceed them, the 
battery is considered as suitable for service; otherwise, it is replaced with a new one.  
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Fig. 1.2. Battery fault detection and diagnostics. 

 
Analysis. The unobservable processes are visualised by the model. The reason for 
failure is detected by analysis of electrochemical processes in battery electrodes.  
 
Profile in both electrodes can be evaluated for the following characteristics:  

 Volumetric reaction rate of main reaction, oxygen and hydrogen reactions 
 Acid molarity 
 Porosity 
 Current density 
 Electrolyte potential 
 Charge 
 Gas current 
 Charge-transfer resistance 
 Acid conductivity 

 
These processes can be evaluated in a single point per electrode by lumped parameter 
model, or zoomed in two or more points for some batteries under special interest, us-
ing reduced order or low-dimension distributed parameter model for this purpose. 
 
Special characteristics:  

 Tafel curve.  
 Double-layer impedance and electrochemical impedance on positive and nega-

tive electrodes and other frequency response characteristics.   
  
The evolution history can be traced with respect to the last record of measurements 
for the following processes:  

 Current, voltage and capacity 
 Open-circuit voltage 
 Acid density 
 Charge-transfer resistance 
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 Acid conductivity 
 Diffusion rate 
 Current share between main reaction and gassing 
 Gas escape and water dry-out 
 Oxygen and hydrogen reaction rates 
 Porosity 

1.4. Overview of Dissertation Contents 
The main content of the dissertation, explaining how to build a system described in 
previous section, is presented in Chapters II-V. 
 
Chapter II describes the basic process (main reaction) model and its application for 
battery state estimation and failure detection. Gassing processes are ignored. Includes 
experiments. 
 
Chapter III extends the model presented in Chapter II with support for gassing proc-
esses and hence supports more accurate deep discharge and overcharge modelling. 
 
Chapter IV explores the usability of impedance modelling for battery evaluation, 
presenting a way to calculate impedance values from the main model. Both fast dou-
ble-layer and slow faradic processes are covered. 
 
Chapter V describes the (optimised) calculation algorithms and the modelling soft-
ware built on the model. This software was used for obtaining all the results presented 
in this dissertation. 
 
In addition to the above, summary of the publications (with author’s contribution out-
lined) is presented in Chapter VI. 

1.5. Used Literature 
The approach considered in this dissertation is based on the models developed starting 
from late 50s by Newman, Tiedemann ([35], [36]) and their successors Gu, Nguyen, 
White ([13], [22], [23], [24], [37]), Bernardi ([3], [4]) Berndt ([5], [6], [7], [8]), Ek-
dunge, Simonsson ([15], [16], [55]), and many other battery researchers. Author’s 
contribution to battery modelling and estimation is outlined in the next section. More 
detailed contribution is given in the beginning of each chapter.  

1.6. Author’s Contribution 
The most significant result of this work is the electrochemical cell model built (and 
modified) from different models published in literature and the software implement-
ing this model. This model can predict the behaviour of VRLA batteries in full range 
of charge-discharge processes, including deep discharge and overcharge of batteries, 
using direct current, voltage and temperature measurements only. The SOH of batter-
ies can be visualised by this method in terms of natural electrochemical processes and 
impedance spectra that are often unobservable by other means. 
 
The following was carried out: 
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1. The theoretical cell model screened out from large number of alternative models 
([35], [13], [22], [23], [24], [37], [5], [6], [7], [8], etc.) based on calculation and 
critical analysis is modified for primary processes as follows. A new function is 
introduced for description of the active surface area: different morphology of po-
rous electrode is introduced, both functionally and in terms of parameters: essen-
tially smaller values for tortuosity exponent is tested to be relevant to VRLA bat-
teries. Charging factor is introduced in the state-of-charge (SOC) model. 

2. To improve accuracy and reliability of the models for overcharging, the literature 
model (proposed by Bernardi, Carpenter [3] and developed by Newman, Tiede-
mann [36]) is modified with respect to the electrode morphology and charging 
factor as stated above. In addition, the charging factor is applied in the electrode 
porosity and acid concentration models. Mass transport of oxygen through separa-
tor is modelled as convection. The recombination of oxygen is modelled as a 
mass-transport limited evolution process. 

3. It is stated that the literature model [3], [36] can be simplified when applied to bat-
tery testing. The single-step reaction model has the same prediction accuracy as 
the two-step reaction model (proposed by Ekdunge, Simonsson [15], [16], [55] 
and applied for overcharging by Newman, Tiedemann [36]). The partial pressure 
of gases can be eliminated from the electrode reaction equation using preset pres-
sure window for valve.     

4. The proposed model is calibrated experimentally on VRLA batteries of two tech-
nologies: gel and absorbent glass mat (AGM); it is also calibrated in respect to gas 
formation processes using experimental data of overcharging. 

5. High prediction accuracy of the proposed model is demonstrated in a wide range 
of charge-discharge processes, including deep discharge and overcharge. It is 
shown that different behaviour of individual batteries in series during the over-
charge can be predicted with higher accuracy than obtained by former authors in 
[3], [36], [24], [25]. 

6. The calibrated model is applied to evaluate the unobservable primary and gas 
formation processes in the test batteries. Oxygen evolution and recombination 
processes and water dry-out are evaluated during discharge, recharge and over-
charge. The model is applied in failure detection to distinguish between seemingly 
equal batteries with different backup and cut-off time. It is demonstrated that the 
source for differences is in the electrode morphology (tortuosity exponent) or 
more likely in the amount of active material of electrodes.      

7. Based on the battery model, a method is developed by means of which the battery 
impedance spectra may be quite accurately predicted at low frequencies. Along 
with the calibrated model, current, voltage and temperature data is used for im-
pedance analysis. The method allows for analysing both double-layer and faradic 
processes, visualising the entire spectra including and attempting to distinguish 
batteries based on impedance. It allows batteries to be modelled at extremely low 
frequencies, while being free of the limiting assumptions of stationarity of earlier 
analysis ([14], [26], [27], [41], [42], etc). The method ties together the electro-
chemical battery model and impedance spectra (this is a new approach), allowing 
the latter to be interpreted as the non-stationary changing of electrochemical proc-
esses. Double-layer impedance is also derived from basic processes. 

8. A relatively simple calculation model is proposed for online estimation of the un-
observable processes in a battery by float voltage, applied current, and tempera-
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ture measurements. The following unobservable processes can be estimated 
online: current density, potentials, porosity, acid concentration, SOC and gas for-
mation processes. The volumetric reaction rate and other characteristics can be 
calculated by these parameters, as well as the backup time and cut-off time of a 
battery. Seemingly similar batteries can be distinguished by calibrated models and 
source for differences found.   

9. Fast calculation algorithm was developed based on model, utilising its structure 
along with advanced calculation techniques. As a result, the required calculation 
time was reduced drastically in prototype battery testing software. The calculation 
speed of one physical second per one hour of battery time (so, for example, mod-
elling of 12-hour process takes just 12 seconds) was achieved for lumped parame-
ter model and one minute per one hour for distributed parameter model. Single 
battery or several batteries in a string can be analysed with nearly equal speed. 
This improvement makes application of the theoretical cell model in battery test-
ing practical.  

10. Based on the algorithm, modelling software was developed. A good fit was found 
between data measured in experiment and data predicted by the software for full 
range of charge-discharge processes including overcharge. High prediction ob-
tained is a strong evidence for applicability of the model and its implementation in 
software for battery characterization. The software can evaluate unobservable 
processes like overpotential, reaction rate, porosity, acid concentration and other 
electrode parameters including impedance spectra from measured float voltage, 
applied current and temperature of surrounding atmosphere. Also, outwardly equal 
batteries with different backup time and cut-off time can be distinguished in prac-
tice. 
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Chapter II 

2. Basic Process Model and Its Application for 
State Estimation and Failure Detection 

2.1. Introduction 
In spite of strong attempt made in study of fast dynamic processes in battery, it was 
found [30] that the charge-discharge properties and partially service lifetime cannot be 
predicted with a single parameter like conductivity or impedance. It seemed that fast 
dynamics of battery contain relatively little information on charge-discharge behav-
iour. More complex parameters based on physical model should be used to solve the 
monitoring and failure prediction problems of a battery. 
 
In this chapter, a fast calculation method for prediction of the dynamic behaviour of 
VRLA batteries under charging-discharging conditions is described. This method is 
based on (literature) electrochemical cell model and used here for visualising different 
processes in battery, utilising current, voltage, and temperature measurements. After 
being calibrated against experimental data, it is applied to detect the original source of 
differences between seemingly equal batteries. Not all the fine details are included; 
for those, the reader is referred to [P1]. 
 
The method was developed for analysis of backup batteries in telecommunications 
UPS system. The parameters of prime interest are backup time (when x percent of bat-
tery capacity is used up) and cut-off time (time to voltage dropping below pre-
determined level). The telecommunications UPS system is designed for nominal bat-
tery capacity (with some reserve) and if real backup time is lower than the nominal 
requirement for the UPS system, it is considered as battery failure. 

2.2. Contribution 
The following contributions are covered in this chapter: 
1. The literature cell model is modified slightly. A new function is introduced for 

description of the active surface area. Different morphology of porous electrode is 
considered, both functionally and in terms of essentially smaller values for tortu-
osity exponent.  

2. The model is calibrated experimentally for eight VRLA batteries of two technolo-
gies: gel and AGM. 

3. The calibrated model is applied in failure detection to distinguish between seem-
ingly equal batteries with different backup and cut-off time. The failure source is 
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demonstrated as differences in the electrode morphology (tortousity exponent) or,  
more likely, in the amount of active material of electrodes.     

4. A relatively simple calculation model is proposed for online estimation of the un-
observable processes in battery by float voltage, applied current, and temperature 
measurements. The following unobservable processes can be estimated online: 
current density, potential, porosity and acid concentration. The volumetric reac-
tion rate and SOC can be calculated by these parameters, as well as backup time 
and cut-off time of the battery. 

This chapter briefly covers history of lead-acid battery model development, before 
moving on to describing cell model and calculation method, followed by model cali-
bration and experiments. It should be noted that only main battery reaction is consid-
ered. For treatment including oxygen and hydrogen reactions, as well as study of bat-
tery behaviour during overcharge, see Chapter III. 

2.3. Modelling History 
The model development history of lead-acid batteries starts from late fifties. Newman 
and Tiedemann [35] have provided a good review of the development in the theory of 
flooded porous electrodes prior to 1975. The further development was made along the 
following lines:  
1. Cell model. Tiedemann and Newman [59] applied flooded electrode theory to the 

development of a complete cell model, describing the discharge behaviour of the 
lead acid battery system. Gu, Nguyen and White [22] proposed a model for dis-
charge, rest and charge. Nguyen, White and Gu [37] applied similar model to 
VRLA-batteries. They introduced SOC as a dynamic parameter in the model.  

2. Two-dimensional model. Dimpault-Dracy, Nguyen and White [13] proposed a 2D-
model. Bernardi and Gu [4] made further development. The model proposed by 
Gu, Wang and Liaw [23] is the most complete:  acid stratification due to convec-
tion is accounted for in that model. The Darcy’s law is used for description of the 
fluid dynamics in porous media. The concentration profiles and flow velocities are 
compared with measured data. 

3. Two-step reaction. Simonsson, Ekdunge and Lindgren [55] and Ekdunge and Si-
monsson [15] found that the dissolution process (charge transfer) is the rate-
limiting step at higher overvoltage. The diffusion is rate-limiting at lower over-
voltage. They proposed a new electrode reaction model. SOC was accounted for 
in their model. Landfors, Simonsson and Sokirko [32] applied this model in cell 
prediction and demonstrated a good fit of model against experimental data. The 
porosity and acid concentration distribution in the cell were measured and pre-
dicted by the model.  

4. Overcharging. The latest progress has been made in description of the behaviour 
of battery under float charging. For details, see Chapter III. 

5. Impedance. For details on battery evaluation in frequency domain, see Chapter IV. 

2.4. Model 
A basic model developed for lead-acid cell by White, Newman, and other authors is 
considered in this section. In later sections, it is solved numerically, calibrated and 
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tested on experimental data, and then applied for evaluation of the state and backup 
time of batteries. 
 
The charge-discharge behaviour of a battery depends on electrode kinetics, which in 
turn is affected by variation of the electrode potential (especially in electrolyte), varia-
tion of the electrode porosity, and variation of the acid density in the pores of elec-
trode.  

2.4.1. Electrode Kinetics 
The electrode reaction current is related with material of electrode as follows [4], [23] 
 
 

x
il

∂
∂ = Aj, (2.1) 

 
where 
il - current density in the liquid phase in pores of electrode, A/cm2, 
A - active surface area per unit volume of porous electrode, cm2/cm3, 
j - transfer current density from electrolyte to solid matrix, A/cm2, 
Aj - volumetric reaction rate, A/cm3, 
x - depth of porous electrode (zero at interface with bulk electrode), cm. 
 
Surface area. The active surface area between solid and liquid phases depends on the 
utilisation of the electrode. The surface area in discharge and recharge reactions can 
be estimated as   
 
 A = Amaxθβ1 – discharge,  (2.2) 
 

 A = Amax
ρ

exp(γθ)
 – recharge.  (2.3) 

where 
Amax - maximum active surface area, cm2/cm3, 
ρ, γ - electrode morphology coefficients, no unit, 
β1 - tortuosity exponent, no unit, 
θ - SOC, no unit.  
 
The function for discharge (2.2) has been proposed in the literature [4], [15], [23], 
[37] and was found to work rather well in our experiments if tortuosity exponent with 
value of 0.5 is used (other proposed values were also tested and found to not work as 
well).  
 
The exponential function for charge (2.3), by author, can also predict the surface area 
rather precisely as shown in [P1] where the simplified (2.3) and exact formulas were 
introduced and compared. It was indirectly verified to work better than the charge 
functions proposed in the literature.  
 
It should be noted that representing surface area in modelling is a rather complex 
problem and it is not guaranteed that one model will work with all charge/discharge 
rates. The models (2.2) and (2.3) work well at least in the 0.5-10 h range used in this 
work.  
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Charge. The SOC is a fraction of theoretical (reference) capacity that can be evalu-
ated by variation of the current density from the relationship [4], [23] 
 

 
t∂
θ∂ = Ah

max

α
Q x

il

∂
∂ ,  (2.4) 

where 
θ - SOC, no unit. 
Qmax - theoretical (reference) capacity, C/cm3, 
αAh - charging efficiency, no unit,  
t - time, sec.  
 
The charging efficiency is defined for charging process as the ratio between required 
charge (Ah) and available capacity (Ah). It improves the model accuracy. A local loss 
of accuracy is small (3-6 %) per single step but it accumulates during recharge proc-
ess if this parameter is ignored (total loss is large). This simple fact has not been rec-
ognised properly in the literature.  
 
The SOC is always lower than the one calculated based on pure current due to heat 
generation and dissipation, current losses through isolation and battery gassing.   
 
Reaction rate. The transfer current density depends on overpotential; it is limited by 
acid concentration. The exchange current density and apparent transfer coefficients 
are specific parameters of this process [4], [13], [23], [37] 
 
 j = i0(

refc
c )β2 [exp{αa RT

F η} - exp{-αc RT
F η}],  (2.5) 

 
where 
i0 - exchange current density for standard temperature of 25o C, A/cm2, 
c - acid concentration, mol/cm3, 
cref - reference (initial) concentration, mol/dm3, 
β2 - tortuosity exponent, no unit, 
η - surface overpotential, η = φs - φl - U,    
φs - φl - electrode polarisation, V, 
φs - solid matrix potential, V, 
φl - electrolyte potential, V, 
U - thermodynamic equilibrium potential, V,  
αa - anodic apparent transfer coefficient,    
αc - cathodic apparent transfer coefficient, αc = 2 - αa,  
T - temperature, K,  
R - universal gas constant, 8.3145 J/mol-K,  
F - Faraday’s constant, 96487 C/mol.   
 
The exchange current density depends on temperature. The following formula [8] is 
used for correction of the exchange current density in wide temperature range 
 

 i0(T) = i0 exp{
TRT

)TT(E

0

0A − },  
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where  
EA - activation energy, 50 kJ/mole, 
T0 - standard temperature, 298.2o K (i.e. 25o C).  
 
The thermodynamic equilibrium potential depends on acid concentration and (weakly) 
on temperature. It is equal to reference potential Uref at reference concentration cref = 
4.9 mol/dm3; in general, empirical formula U(c,T) or tabulated data [5] is used for ap-
proximation.  

2.4.2. Potential in Solid Matrix 
Ohm’s law relates the current and potential in the solid matrix of electrode [4], [13], 
[23], [37] 
 

 is = -σeff

x

s

∂
φ∂ ,  (2.6) 

where 
is - current density in solid matrix of electrode, is = iapp - il, A/cm2, 
iapp - applied current, A/cm2, 
φs - potential in solid matrix of electrode, V, 
σeff - conductivity of porous electrode, σeff = σεβ3, 
σ - conductivity of bulk electrode: Pb or PbO2, S/cm, 
ε - porosity of electrode, fraction of electrode saturated with acid, no unit, 
β3 - tortuosity exponent, no unit, 
x - depth of electrochemical cell (zero in the centre of positive electrode and maxi-
mum in the centre of negative electrode), cm. 
 
The conductivity of the bulk electrode is high (0.5 kS/cm) for positive electrode and 
especially high (48 kS/cm) for negative electrode. The voltage drop is nearly zero for 
lead acid battery. It can be neglected in most applications without loss of accuracy.  

2.4.3. Potential in Electrolyte 
Ohm’s law for solution relates the current and potential in electrolyte [3], [4], [23], 
[37] 

 eff
li

κ
 = -

x

l

∂
φ∂  + 

F
RT (1 - 2to

+)
x
fcln

∂
∂ ,  (2.7) 

 
where 
il - current density in electrolyte, A/cm2, 
φl - potential in electrolyte, V, 
κeff - conductivity of porous electrodes or separator, κeff = κεβ4, S/cm, 
κ - acid conductivity, S/cm,  
κ = κref at room temperature 25o C and acid concentration 4.9 mol/dm3; in general, 
empirical formula [36] can be used for approximation, as done in this work.  
ε - porosity, volume fraction filled with acid, no unit, 
β4 - tortuosity exponent, no unit, 
to

+ - transference number, share of total current carried by ions of hydrogen, no unit,  
f - molar activity coefficient. 
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This relationship in a more explicit form for molar activity can be represented [13] as   
 

 eff
li

κ
= -

x

l

∂
φ∂ +

F
RT [(3 - 2to

+)/c + 2Vo/(1 - cVe)] x
c

∂
∂ ,  (2.8) 

 
where 
Vo - partial molar volume of acid in electrolyte, cm3/mol, 
Ve - partial molar volume of water in electrolyte, cm3/mol. 
 
This formula (2.8) is applied for evaluation of batteries in this work.  

2.4.4. Electrode Porosity 
The porosity of electrode is a volume fraction filled with acid that can be evaluated by 
history of the variation of the current density from the relationship [4], [13], [23], [37] 
 

 
t∂
ε∂ = K1 x

il

∂
∂ , (2.9) 

 
where 
ε - porosity: volume fraction filled with acid, no unit, 
il - current density in electrolyte, A/cm2, 
K1 - equivalent volume to charge constant, cm3/As,  
 

 K1
+

 = 
F2

1 (
PbSO4

PbSO4M
ρ

- 
PbO2

PbO2M
ρ

) - pos. electrode,    

 K1
-
 = -

F2
1 (

PbSO4

PbSO4M
ρ

- 
Pb

PbM
ρ

) - neg. electrode, 

 
M - molecular weight of species, g/mol, 
ρ - density of species, g/cm3. 

2.4.5. Acid Concentration 
The acid concentration is related with current of reaction rate and diffusion (migra-
tion) of ions as follows  [4], [13], [23], [37] 
 

 ε
t
c

∂
∂ = 

x∂
∂ Deff

x
c

∂
∂ + (K2 - cK1) x

il

∂
∂ ,  (2.10) 

 
where  
c - acid concentration, mol/cm3, 
Deff - diffusion in porous media, Deff = Dεβ5,  
D - diffusion constant of electrolyte, cm2/s,  
ε - porosity, no unit, 
β5 - tortuosity exponent, no unit, 
K2 x

i
∂
∂ - volumetric production rate of ions, mol/cm3s, 

K2 - equivalent molarity to charge constant, mol/As,  
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 K2

+
 = (3 - 2to

+)/2F - pos. electrode,    K2
-
 = (1 - 2to

+)/2F - neg. electrode, 
 
to

+ - transference number, no unit.  
 
Diffusion depends on acid concentration and temperature. The diffusion constant is 
equal to reference value Dref at standard temperature of 25o C and acid concentration 
of 4.9 mol/dm3; in general, empirical formula [36] can be used for approximation, as 
done in this work. 

2.5. Calculation Method  
The battery model can be represented as the following large-scale system 
 
 dz = [A3z - b(z)]dt,    zt = z0,  (2.11) 
 
where 
z - electrochemical state of battery, containing the following processes: current den-
sity, liquid potential, solid potential, porosity, acid concentration and SOC. Every 
process is represented in number of layers.  
A3 - three-diagonal matrix, 
b - nonlinear function: combination of power function, hyperbolic function and expo-
nential function, depending on co-ordinate. 
 
The model is dynamic for porosity, acid concentration and SOC; it is static for other 
components, i.e. current and potential (dx = 0, x = [il, φl]T).  
 
The system (2.11) can be solved using time-iterative calculation procedure (t = 0, ∆t, 
2∆t, ...).  
 
 zt+1 = zt + [A3zt - b(zt)]∆t,   zt = z0.  (2.12) 
 
Note that only an overview of calculation model was given in this section. For details 
of the calculation method, and description of real-time simulation software utilising 
this method, see Chapter V. 

2.6. Battery Testing 
The model prediction accuracy was evaluated against measured data in the following 
experiment [58]. Four batteries, connected in a string and placed into a chamber (con-
tainer) (Fig. 2.1), were charged and discharged periodically at elevated temperature of 
40-48o C. A relatively low overcharging voltage of 2.20 voltage per cell (VPC) was 
used to prevent increased water decomposition in the experiment. The float voltage, 
applied current and temperature in container were measured and recorded continu-
ously. 
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Fig. 2.1. Battery testing system.  

Two types of VRLA batteries: A - gelled (gel technology) and B - absorbed (AGM 
technology) were tested on exploitation lifetime. These batteries, produced by differ-
ent manufacturers, are similar by electrical parameters, but different by design.  
 
Type A. Number of sections: 6. Number of positive plates: 4, negative plates: 3. Plate 
height: 11.3, width: 15.4 cm. Thickness of positive plate: 0.23 cm, negative plate: 
0.22 cm. Thickness of separator: 0.36 cm. 
 
Type B. Number of sections: 6. Number of positive plates: 3, negative plates: 4. Plate 
height: 13 cm, width: 11.6 cm. Thickness of positive plate: 0.32 cm, negative plate: 
0.18 cm. Thickness of separator: 0.105 cm. 

2.7. Model Calibration 
Before the evaluation of a given battery string can be carried out, the model parame-
ters need to be matched to the physical properties of the string. Although many pa-
rameters are known from literature and some beforehand, such as the number of bat-
teries in a string, number of sections per battery, and dimensions of electrodes, many 
are unknown and cannot be directly measured. For these parameters, an automatic 
calibration procedure exists that runs each battery repeatedly against the measured 
data for the same string, each time with different model parameters, trying to match 
simulated total current and terminal voltage readings to the ones actually measured. 
The sum of least square errors of the model is used as the criterion for minimization. 
The following parameters are usually configured: 
  

 Equivalent volume thickness of porous plates for both electrodes and separa-
tor. 

 Tortuosity exponents for SOC-related reaction rate limitation.  
 Maximum active surface area and electrode morphology coefficients.  
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 Exchange current density for both electrodes. 
  
In software, the calibration process is reasonably quick (often less than one hour). Fast 
lumped parameter model can be used in the case of low discharging rates (C/I > 2 
hours) and slower distributed parameter model in the case of high discharging rates 
(C/I < 2 hours).  
  
It was observed on tested batteries that the above parameters affect model perform-
ance the most. However, if the need arises, other parameters can be chosen for cali-
bration. Overall, the model currently has over 50 parameters common for all batteries 
in a string, plus 25 battery-related parameters. For details, see [P1]. 
 
After calibration, a good fit of model with measured data is usually obtained in a wide 
range of charge-discharge process (for example, see Fig. 2.2). The model is rather ac-
curate in general but not everywhere, because the following processes are ignored 
(some of these are handled in later chapters): 
 Non-faradic double-layer capacitance. 
 Crystallisation effect (coup de fouet).  
 Gassing. 
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Fig. 2.2. Comparison of measured (M) and simulated (S) voltage for test batteries: B1, B2 of type A. 
The model predicted and measure voltages are close to each other during discharge, some more differ-
ence is observable during recharge. 

 
The model is unable to predict these processes. It takes 5 minutes for a battery to 
come into steady-state condition after a long period of rest; it takes 1 minute if the 
battery was in use lately (this is not shown in Fig. 2.2). The model is relatively inaccu-
rate during this relaxation time (beginning of discharge) and during switching from 
deep discharge to charge.  
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The model accuracy is rather high for most part of the charge-discharge curve. On av-
erage the least square error does not differ more than 0.1 mV and maximum error 
more than 120 mV from measured values in the range 10.5-13.5 V. 

2.8. Battery Analysis  
The main difference between outwardly equal batteries can be seen by model. It has 
different values (often by as much as 25%) for the following parameters: 
 
 Thickness of electrodes. 
 Thickness of separator. 
 Tortuosity of electrodes.  

 
Active mass of electrodes and electrolyte volume in the test batteries evaluated by 
thickness of planar electrodes and separator is shown in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. 
Some material (up to 40-75%) is unreachable in real battery: lead or lead dioxide bur-
ied under insulating lead sulphate is not reachable for electron transfer because of low 
conductivity. This material is passive in electrochemical system, and is not shown in 
Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.  

Table 2.1. Active mass and electrolyte volume of test batteries of type A. 

  Positive 
Electrode, kg 

Electrolyte 
dm3  

Negative 
Electrode, kg

Total 
kg 

Battery 1 1.79 0.83  1.43 4.28 
Battery 2 1.52 0.77 1.23 3.74 
Battery 3 1.68 0.82 1.37 4.10 
Battery 4 1.64 0.81 1.36 4.05 

Table 2.2. Active mass and electrolyte volume of test batteries of type B. 

  Positive 
Electrode, kg 

Electrolyte 
dm3  

Negative 
Electrode, kg

Total 
kg 

Battery 1 1.55 0.73 0.96 3.45 
Battery 2 2.11 0.80 1.35 4.50 
Battery 3 2.12 0.81 1.36 4.53 
Battery 4 2.10 0.79 1.35 4.47 
 
The battery capacity evaluated by model is different for every battery (Fig. 2.3). The 
active mass and battery capacity are strongly related. For example, battery number 2 
is the weakest by charge and by total mass of active material in batteries of type A. 
The battery number 1 is the weakest by both parameters in batteries of type B. 
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Fig. 2.3. Comparison of nominal and simulated capacities. 

Thickness of electrodes and separator and morphology of electrodes is different for 
every battery.  Similarly, the charging-discharging curves in Fig. 2.2 (compare the end 
part of discharge curve) and the backup times and cut-off times in Table 2.1 and Table 
2.2, respectively, are different. 
 
Thickness of electrodes and separator and morphology of electrodes can change dur-
ing lifetime of a battery. This means that the model should be recalibrated from time 
to time, but also allows the changes during lifetime to be observed.  

2.9. State Estimation  
The electrochemical processes in a battery can be evaluated online by current-voltage 
measurements, as shown in figures in this section. Measured data (applied current, 
voltage and temperature in container) was used to evaluate unobservable processes on 
test battery 1. A full cycle from fully charged battery to deep discharge and back is 
shown.   
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Fig. 2.4. Electrolyte overpotential (vs. SHE). 

Electrolyte overpotential depends weakly on location and strongly on discharge time. 
It has highest (absolute) values in the end of discharge and at the beginning of charge. 
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Fig. 2.5. Volumetric reaction rate. 

The volumetric reaction rate depends weakly on location in electrode and strongly on 
discharge time. Reaction is well balanced if battery is normally charged. It is less sta-
ble in the end of discharge and at the beginning of charging process. 
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Fig. 2.6. Current density in electrode. 

Because part of the current is transferred to solid matrix, current density in liquid 
phase depends on location in electrode almost linearly; it is constant in separator. 
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Fig. 2.7. Acid concentration in electrode (5 A). 

Acid concentration depends weakly on location in electrode and strongly on discharge 
time. Because of diffusion, acid concentrations in positive electrode, negative elec-
trode, and separator are nearly equal. There is no indication that acid depletion is lim-
iting factor for the current applied in Fig. 2.6; however, at higher current (> 50 A), it 
does become limiting [P1]. 
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Fig. 2.8. Porosity of electrode. 

Porosity depends weakly on location in electrode and strongly on discharge time. It is 
lower in negative electrode in comparison with positive electrode and in the end of 
discharge. Porosity is highest in a fully charged battery. 
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Fig. 2.9. Electrode capacity. 

Electrode-specific capacity depends weakly on location in electrode and strongly on 
discharge time.  
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There is good evidence in above figures that a much faster lumped parameter model 
can be used for evaluation of the processes in battery if the discharging rate is rela-
tively low. The electrochemical processes observed are nearly independent of their 
location in electrode. A discharging rate of C/I = 5 h was used in the experiment. To 
some extent, higher discharging rates C/I < 1-2 h can be expected in a telecommuni-
cations UPS system. In this case, a distributed parameter model should be used. How-
ever, in most cases, batteries can be approximated with lumped parameter model or 
low-dimension model.  

2.10. Evaluation of Backup and Cut-off Times 
In the following simulation, backup times and cut-off times of test batteries were 
evaluated with calibrated model.  
 
Backup time is defined at level where 90 % of battery capacity is used up.  
 
Cut-off time is defined at level where battery voltage drops below 9.3 V. This corre-
sponds to cell voltage of 1.55 VPC, a standard cut-off level for high-rate discharge 
used by battery manufacturers. 
 
The backup time and cut-off time of test batteries 1-4 of type A on discharge current 
of 5-50 A at temperature of 40° C is shown in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4, respectively.  

Table 2.3. Backup time in minutes for test batteries 1-4 in dependence on load. 

 
 

Load  
5 A 

Load  
10 A 

Load 
20 A 

Load 
35 A 

Load 
50 A 

Battery 1 404 202 100 57 40 
Battery 2 365 182 91 52 36 
Battery 3 400 200 99 57 39 
Battery 4 398 199 99 56 39 

Table 2.4. Cut-off time in minutes for test batteries 1-4 in dependence on load. 

 Load  
5 A 

Load  
10 A 

Load 
20 A 

Load 
35 A 

Load 
50 A 

Battery 1 455 226 111 60 38 
Battery 2 412 206 103 57 37 
Battery 3 451 224 110 59 38 
Battery 4 448 222 110 59 38 
 
The effect of acid depletion can be seen at 50 A load. On higher loads, acid depletion 
becomes the limiting factor of fully utilizing the battery capacity. 
 
It can be seen from the results that Battery 2 is weaker than the others. Actually, its 
capacity is 35 Ah at 42° C against other batteries’ 41 Ah (Bat. 1), 39 Ah (Bat. 3), and 
38 Ah (Bat. 4).  
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Telecommunications UPS system is designed for nominal battery capacity and load 
with some reserve. Real backup time being lower than nominal is considered as a bat-
tery failure. The nominal capacity of the above batteries is 30 Ah, so there were no 
problems with them. 

2.11. Conclusion 
As shown in this chapter, the theoretical cell model can be calibrated to match with  
the measured data rather accurately. This allows model-based evaluation of unobserv-
able electrochemical processes in battery, or even fully automatic battery monitoring. 
This is important, because significantly more information on SOH of battery can be 
withdrawn from applied model and direct current-voltage measurements than from 
conductivity or impedance measurements. Among others, backup time and cut-off 
time – important parameters for telecommunications UPS system – can be tested quite 
easily. However, battery model should be calibrated from time to time for every bat-
tery since active material diminish and morphology changes with age. 
 
A common loading range C/I > 2-5 h for telecommunications UPS system allows us-
ing a really fast (105+ times faster than physical process) lumped parameter model or 
low-dimension model for system monitoring as the electrochemical processes are in 
weak dependence of location in electrode at lower discharge rates. 
 
It should be noted that the model accuracy is limited due to some ignored processes. 
The following two improvements are important for monitoring of batteries in an UPS 
system:  
1. More accurate models should be developed to predict gas formation processes for 

battery in overcharging conditions. Chapter III covers this. 
2. Dynamics of the double-layer should be accounted for in the calculation model. 

As a result, battery switched from charge to discharge frequently can be evaluated 
more precisely. Double-layer dynamics are explored in Chapter IV. 
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Chapter III 

3. Evaluation of Battery under Overcharging  

3.1.  Introduction 
In UPS systems, the condition monitoring of a battery cannot be based on extensive 
discharging due to increased risk of down time. However, it has turned out that a short 
discharge, and the subsequent recharging, including overcharge, may provide the in-
formation needed for the accurate prediction of discharge behaviour of a battery and 
its SOH. The key is the overcharge process. 
 
In the model covered in Chapter II, gas formation processes in a battery were ignored. 
These processes are not very active under normal charging/discharging conditions and 
can, for the most part, be ignored. However, when overcharging a battery, they be-
come rather important and consequently, ignoring gas formation processes causes sig-
nificant loss of accuracy of the model. 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to propose a model for overcharging of a battery. The 
model covers the full discharge-recharge cycle including deep discharge and over-
charge. It is an extension of the model presented in Chapter II. This model is modified 
by developing a new formula for electrode morphology, applying charging factor to 
SOC, electrode porosity and acid concentration as well as considering the recombina-
tion of oxygen as mass-transport limited evolution process and introducing other, 
smaller modifications.  
 
The material in this chapter is mainly based on [P6]. The following conventional reac-
tion scheme of a VRLA battery [5] is considered in this chapter. 
 

Positive electrode 
Primary  reaction: charge or discharge 

 PbSO4 + 2H2O ⇔PbO2 + HSO4
- + 3H+ + 2e- 

 
Oxygen evolution 

 2H2O→ O2 + 4H+ + 4e- 
 
Grid corrosion 

 Pb + 2H2O → PbO2 + 4H+ + 4e- 
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Negative electrode 
Primary reaction: charge or discharge 

 PbSO4 + H+ + 2e- ⇔Pb + HSO4
- 

 
Oxygen reduction 

 O2 + 4H+ + 4e-→ 2H2O 
 
Hydrogen evolution 

 2H+ + 2e-→ H2 

3.2. Modelling History 
The history of modelling of a lead-acid battery dates back to the late 50-s and is 
briefly covered in Chapter II. From the overcharging point of view the following two 
improvements are significant.     
1. Two-step reaction. In [16], [55] it is shown that the dissolution process is the rate 

limiting factor at higher overvoltage and the diffusion rate is the limiting factor at 
lower overvoltage. A new dissolution-electrode reaction model was proposed in-
cluding the effect of SOC. This model was applied to the prediction of cell behav-
iour in [32] demonstrating a good fit of model and experiment for acid concentra-
tion and porosity of electrodes.  

2. Overcharging. The latest progress has been made in describing the behaviour of a 
battery under float charging. The gas formation processes in VRLA batteries have 
been analysed in [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] using simple lumped parameter model. This 
model was thoroughly tested experimentally. The gas formation processes were 
also analysed in [3] with a distributed parameter model and in [29] with a 2D-
model. In [35], it is suggested that the dissolution-limited electrode reaction 
model, proposed in [55], could improve the accuracy of the model. They show 
somewhat better accuracy of model against measured data provided in [3]. How-
ever, even better accuracy is shown in [24], [25] on the same set of data using 
simple single-step reaction model with different function for electrode morphol-
ogy. The latter model is tested on a new set of data in [33], showing less agree-
ment of the model with measured data during overcharging. This chapter attempts 
to clarify the somewhat fuzzy picture presented in the literature. 

3. Scattering. VRLA battery voltage scattering has been under continued interest 
from characterisation [3], [36], [51], [52] and optimal charging [47] viewpoints.        

3.3. Contribution 
Accuracy and reliability of the models covered in previous section is not high for 
overcharging. They have only been tested in a few experiments. This work is contin-
ued in this chapter with improved model on a new set of experimental data. The fol-
lowing changes are introduced to the models proposed in [3], [36].  
1. The battery model is modified with respect to electrode morphology. In addition 

to SOC, the charging factor is applied in electrode porosity and acid concentration 
models. Mass transport of oxygen through separator is considered in more detail. 
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The recombination of oxygen is considered as a mass-transport limited evolution 
process.  

2. It is stated that the theoretical cell model can be simplified when applied to battery 
testing. The single-step reaction model has the same prediction accuracy as the 
two-step reaction model. The partial pressure of gases can be eliminated from the 
electrode reaction equation using preset pressure window for valve.      

3. The model is calibrated using experimental data in respect to gas formation proc-
esses.  

4. High prediction accuracy of the model is demonstrated in a wide range of charge-
discharge processes, including deep discharge and overcharge. It is shown that dif-
ferent behaviour of individual batteries in series during the overcharge can be pre-
dicted. 

5. The model is applied to the unobservable gas formation processes in the battery. 
Oxygen evolution and recombination processes and water dry-out are evaluated 
during discharge, recharge and overcharge.  

3.4. Model 
The charge-discharge behaviour of a battery depends on electrode kinetics affected by 
the electrode potential in solid matrix and electrolyte, electrode porosity, and the acid 
density in pores of electrode.  
 
Chapter II introduced the (slightly modified) basic model developed for lead-acid cell 
by White, Newman, Simonsson and other authors. In this section, this model is modi-
fied again to take into account gassing processes.  

3.4.1. Electrode Kinetics 
The electrode reaction current is related to the material of the electrode (lead or lead 
dioxide) and electrolyte (water and sulphuric acid) as follows  
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∂
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i 2H

∂
∂ + Ki
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∂

∂
, (3.1) 

 
where 
i - current density in the liquid phase in pores of electrode, A/cm2, 
iM - current density (2.1) generated by primary reaction with lead or lead dioxide, 
 

 Mi
x

∂
∂

= AM jM,    

 
AM - active surface area per unit volume of porous electrode, cm2/cm3, 
jM - transfer current density for primary reaction, A/cm2, 
AMjM - volumetric reaction rate, A/cm3, 
 
iO2 - current density generated by oxygen reaction, A/cm2,  
 

 
x

i 2O

∂
∂  = AO2jO2,  (3.1b)                                 
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AO2 - active surface area for oxygen reaction, A/cm2, 
jO2 - transfer current density for oxygen reaction, A/cm2, 
 
iH2 - current density generated by hydrogen reaction, A/cm2,  
 

 
x

i 2H

∂
∂  = AH2jH2, 

 
AH2 - active surface area for hydrogen reaction, A/cm2,  
jH2 - transfer current density for hydrogen reaction, A/cm2, 
 
ik - current density generated by corrosion reaction, A/cm2,  
 

 ki
x

∂
∂

 = Akjk, 

 
Ak - active surface area for corrosion reaction, A/cm2,  
jk - transfer current density for corrosion reaction, A/cm2. 
 
Observant reader might notice the similarity of Eq. (3.1) to Eq. (2.1). Due to the fact 
that the electrode kinetics are different for the primary reaction and gassing reactions, 
gassing-specific parts are simply added to equations wherever possible, leaving the 
main reaction part, introduced in Chapter II and now denoted with index M, intact.  
 
Surface area. The active surface area between solid and liquid phases depends on the 
utilisation of the electrode. The surface area in discharge and recharge reactions can 
be estimated as   
 
1. Primary reaction  
 
 AM = Amaxθβ1 - discharge, (3.2) 
 

 AM = Amax
ρ

exp(γθ)
 - recharge. (3.3) 

 
2. Oxygen and hydrogen reactions (for both discharge and recharge) 
 
 AO2 = AH2 = Ak = Amaxθβ1, 
 
Amax - maximum active surface area, cm2/cm3, 
ρ, γ - electrode morphology coefficients, no unit, 
β1 - tortuosity exponent, no unit, 
θ - SOC, no unit.  
 
The SOC is defined as a charge fraction from theoretical (reference) capacity (2.4) 
 

 
t∂
θ∂ = Ah
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α
Q x

i
∂
∂ . 
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This equation is identical to Eq. (2.4), but here i designates total current density, not 
just the main reaction. 
 
Single-step reaction. The volumetric reaction rate for the main reaction can be calcu-
lated from Eq. (2.5). This simplest reaction rate equation is adequate description of 
the charge-discharge behaviour of a battery under high or medium charging rates. A 
more complex two-step reaction model was suggested in [55], [15] and later in [36] 
for the batteries under low charging rate. This option is explored below. 
 
Two-step reaction. The dissolution of sulphate crystals and formation of lead ions in 
solution is limited by solubility. The dissolution transfer current density is equal to 
[36]  
 jM = 2F kPbSO4(cPb2 - cPb2

*), (3.4) 
where  
cPb2 - concentration of lead ions, mol/cm3, 
cPb2

* - saturation concentration, mol/cm3, 
kPbSO4 - mass-transfer coefficient for lead ions, cm/s.  
 
The diffusion of lead ions from solution into the lead is limited by ions concentration. 
The diffusion transfer current density (2.5) is equal to  
 

 jM = i0
M(

refc
c )β2[exp(αa RT

F η) - *
2Pb

2Pb

c
c exp(-αc RT

F η)]. (3.5) 

 
This is similar to the single-step reaction model but the cathodic reaction is dissolu-
tion-limited.  
 
Two-step reaction model. Dependence on the lead ions can be eliminated from Eq. 
(3.5) using equality between dissolution (3.4) and diffusion (3.5) current densities. 
The two-step reaction model can be expressed [36] as   
 

 jM = 

M β2
0 PbSO4 a c

ref

M β2
0 PbSO4 c
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F

RT
F
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c
c

c
c

i ( ) I {exp[(α  +  α ) η] - 1}

i ( )  + I exp(α η)
 ,   (3.6) 

 
where IPbSO4 - limit current density for cathodic reaction, A/cm2,  
 
 IPbSO4 = 2F kPbSO4 cPb2

*. 
 
Its value is higher by an order of magnitude for positive electrode. The mass-transfer 
of lead ions into solution is much faster at positive electrode than at negative elec-
trode. The two-step reaction model is assumed, as in [36], to be suitable model for 
negative electrode and single-step reaction model for positive electrode. However, 
this was not confirmed based in our experiments. Nearly equal accuracy was achieved 
experimentally for both reaction models, so a simpler single-step reaction model is 
used in this chapter.    
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Oxygen reaction. The transfer current density for oxygen reaction depends on over-
potential as a two-directional process. Both processes, anodic and cathodic, are lim-
ited by acid concentration. The cathodic reaction is limited by the partial pressure of 
oxygen [36] 
 

 jO2 = i0
O2(

refc
c )β3 [exp(αO2 RT

F ηO2) - ( ref
2O

2O

p
p )β4exp(-αO2 RT

F ηO2)], (3.7) 

where 
i0

O2 - exchange current density for oxygen reaction, A/cm2,  
β3, β4 - tortuosity exponents, no unit, 
ηO2 - surface overpotential for oxygen reaction, ηO2

 = φl - φs  - UO2,    
φs - solid matrix potential, V, 
φl - electrolyte potential, V, 
UO2 - thermodynamic equilibrium potential for oxygen, V,  
αO2 - apparent transfer coefficient for oxygen, no unit, 
pO2 - oxygen partial pressure, Pa,  
pO2

ref - reference pressure, Pa.  
 
This model is close to the model presented in [3] and obtained by eliminating the par-
tial pressure from the anodic reaction. 
 
Thermal relationship. When the temperature deviates from the standard temperature, 
the exchange current density can be corrected by the equation given after Eq. (2.5). 
The activation energy is higher (EA = 69 kJ/mole) for oxygen reaction than for pri-
mary reaction [8].  
 
Oxygen evolution. The electrode potential U = 1.75 V on positive electrode is shifted 
far over the equilibrium potential (UO2 = 1.23 V) for oxygen, causing oxygen evolu-
tion on positive electrode. Because of this shifted potential, the current density for ca-
thodic reaction is much lower than for anodic reaction, to the point where the cathodic 
reaction can be ignored on positive electrode. The oxygen evolution can be predicted 
as a single-directional anodic reaction on positive electrode that is not limited by par-
tial pressure of oxygen [3] 
 
 jO2 = i0

O2(
refc
c )β3 exp(αO2 RT

F ηO2). (3.8) 

 
Oxygen reduction. On negative electrode, the reduction rate depends on oxygen trans-
fer through separator and on oxygen recombination rate. The electrode potential of U 
= -0.32 V on negative electrode is shifted far below the equilibrium potential for oxy-
gen (UO2 = 1.23 V), causing oxygen reduction on negative electrode. In this case, the 
recombination process is a single-directional cathodic reaction of (3.7) [3] 
 

 jO2 = -i0
O2(

refc
c )β3( ref

2O

2O

p
p )β4exp(-αO2 RT

F ηO2). (3.9)  

 
This is a very fast process because the potential is shifted extensively (by 1.55 V). It is 
mainly limited by oxygen transport through separator and slightly  by oxygen partial 
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pressure. The latter limitation is insignificant and can be ignored. The oxygen partial 
pressure is close to reference pressure pO2

ref under correctly operating valves.  
 
It is much more practical to evaluate the recombination rate proportionally to evolu-
tion rate and mass transport rate through separator than to do it by partial pressure of 
oxygen. The following mass-transfer and recombination model is proposed and veri-
fied in this chapter.  
 
Oxygen transfer. The oxygen transfer through separator is evaluated by a simple 
mass-transfer model 
 

 
t

i 2O

∂
∂  = Q

x
i 2O

∂
∂ ,   iO2(xp/s) = iO2(xp/s), (3.10) 

 
where  
Q - oxygen flow velocity through separator, cm/s, 
iO2(xp/s) - current density at the boundary between positive electrode and separator.  
 
In general, the flow velocity depends on partial pressure, but approximation with con-
stant flow velocity Q = Q0 is a practical approach used in this work that works well, 
assuming normal operating conditions of valves. 
  
The current density at the boundary between positive electrode and separator can be 
calculated as a boundary value solution of Eq. (3.8). 
 
The oxygen transfer in separator can be the rate-limiting step in case of rapid changes 
in the evolution of oxygen on positive electrode. A transport-delay through separator 
is observable as a shock wave is the consequence of rapid change of oxygen evolu-
tion. This wave can be predicted by the model (3.10). 
 
Oxygen recombination. The oxygen mass-transfer and reduction on negative electrode 
is proposed to be evaluated as follows 
 

 
t

i 2O

∂
∂  = Q0 x

i 2O

∂
∂  + koreAO2jO2,  iO2(xs/n) = iO2(xs/n),  (3.11) 

 
where  
kore - oxygen recombination efficiency (ORE), no unit, 
jO2 - transfer current density on negative electrode for oxygen reaction, calculated by 
single-directional (3.9), using reference pressure pO2 = pO2

ref, 
AO2 - active surface area of negative electrode, cm2/cm3, 
iO2(xs/n) - current density at boundary between separator and negative electrode, calcu-
lated as a solution of Eq. (3.10) at boundary. 
 
Penetration of oxygen is not deep in negative electrode. The reduction rate is fast be-
cause of shifted potential; there is not much oxygen penetrated under the surface layer 
of negative electrode. 
 
Hydrogen reaction. The transfer current density for hydrogen reaction depends on 
overpotential as a two-directional process. Both processes, anodic and cathodic, are 
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limited by acid concentration. The anodic reaction is limited by the partial pressure of 
hydrogen [3] 
 

 jH2 = i0
H2(

refc
c )β5 [( ref

2H

2H

p
p )β6exp(αH2 RT

F ηH2) - exp(-αH2 RT
F ηH2)], (3.12) 

 
where 
i0

H2 - exchange current density for hydrogen reaction, A/cm2, 
β5, β6 - tortuosity exponent, no unit, 
ηH2 - surface overpotential for hydrogen reaction, ηH2

 = φl  - φs - UH2,    
UH2 - thermodynamic equilibrium potential for hydrogen, V,   
αH2 - apparent transfer coefficient for hydrogen, no unit, 
pH2 - hydrogen partial pressure, Pa,  
pH2

ref - reference pressure, Pa. 
 
This model is similar to the oxygen reaction model of (3.7), modified for the hydro-
gen reaction. 
 
Hydrogen pressure. The hydrogen partial pressure is close to reference pressure pH2 = 
pH2

ref under correctly operating valves.   
 
Thermal relationship. The exchange current density can be corrected using equation 
given after Eq. (2.5) when the temperature deviates from the standard temperature. 
The activation energy is lower (EA = 54 kJ/mole) for hydrogen reaction than for oxy-
gen reaction [8]. 
 
Hydrogen evolution. The electrode potential U = -0.35 V on negative electrode is 
shifted significantly below equilibrium potential (UH2 = 0 V) for hydrogen. The hy-
drogen evolution can be predicted as a single-directional cathodic process on negative 
electrode [36] 
 
 jH2 = -i0

H2(
refc
c )β5 exp(-αH2 RT

F ηH2). (3.13) 

 
The hydrogen evolution is much smaller than oxygen evolution. Its effect on overall 
current (3.1) is insignificant if compared with oxygen evolution or recombination cur-
rent.  
 
Hydrogen reduction. Hydrogen reduction, as the reversal of hydrogen evolution, is 
possible at positive electrode, but is hindered at the PbO2 surface so much that it can 
be neglected. Consequently, zero recombination process at positive electrode is as-
sumed in this thesis. 
 
Grid corrosion. The corrosion current can be approximated as suggested in [8]  
 
 jk = -i0

k exp(-αk RT
F ηk), 

where  
i0

k - excange current density for corrosion reaction, specified in [8] as  2.1 mA/100 Ah 
for domain I and 0.74 mA/100 Ah for domain II, 
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αk - apparent transfer coefficient for corrosion, specified in [8] through Tafel slopes  
-240 mV/dec for domain I and +230 mV/dec for domain II.  
 
The exchange current density i0

k can be corrected using equation given after (2.5) 
when the temperature deviates from the standard temperature. The activation energy 
is specified as EA = 69 kJ/mole in [8]. 
 
Simplification used. As explained in [8], hydrogen evolution, oxygen evolu-
tion/reduction and corrosion occur independently according to their individual cur-
rent/potential curves. However, equal currents must flow through positive and nega-
tive electrode. Thus, the oxygen evolution current plus grid corrosion current at the 
positive electrode must be equal the hydrogen evolution current plus oxygen reduction 
current at the negative electrode. Oxygen evolution is almost completely (>98%) 
compensated by oxygen reduction in VRLA batteries. In the case of 100% recombina-
tion, the grid corrosion current is exactly equal to the hydrogen evolution current. 
With <100% recombination, the latter current is slightly larger.  
 
Therefore one can reduce the order of the model at the expense of unobservable cor-
rosion current, setting it to equal the hydrogen evolution current. In practice this is a 
good estimate if the recombination efficiency is over 98%. Note that this estimate is 
not valid for battery at rest and less good (but still usable) at elevated temperatures 
where the recombination efficency is lower. Also, batteries that come with very un-
balanced  hydrogen evolution/grid corrosion rates from the vendor (enough to cause 
‘discharged negative electrodes’ syndrome and hence not really usable at the field), 
cannot be studied with this model. 

3.4.2. Potential in Electrolyte 
Ohm’s law for solution relates the current and potential in electrolyte 
 

 eff

i
κ

= -
x

l

∂
φ∂  + 

F
RT (1 - 2to

+)
x
fcln

∂
∂ . 

 
This equation is identical to (2.7) presented in Chapter II, but here i designates total 
current density, not just the main reaction. 

3.4.3. Electrode Porosity 
The electrode volume fraction filled with electrolyte can be evaluated as 
 
 

t∂
ε∂ =  K1αAh x

i
∂
∂ , (3.14) 

 
where 
ε - porosity, no unit, 
αAh - charging efficiency, no unit,  
K1 - equivalent volume to charge constant, cm3/C.  
 
The electrode porosity is not affected by current for heat generation and dissipation. 
This current is eliminated from (3.14) by using charging efficiency factor (new in this 
chapter; compare with Eq. (2.9)).   
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3.4.4. Acid Concentration 
The acid concentration depends on migration and diffusion of species. The migration 
is induced as ion current by primary reaction and oxygen and hydrogen reactions. The 
diffusion is induced by concentration gradient which is largest between positive elec-
trode and separator 
 

 ε
t
c

∂
∂  = 

x∂
∂ Deff

x
c

∂
∂ + (K2 - cK1)αAh x

i
∂
∂ + K3( x

i 2O

∂
∂ +

x
i 2H

∂
∂ ),   (3.15) 

 
where  
c - acid concentration, mol/cm3, 
Deff - diffusion in porous electrodes or separator, Deff = Dεβ8,  
D - electrolyte diffusion constant, cm2/s,  
ε - porosity, no unit, 
β8 - tortuosity exponent, no unit, 
αAh - charging efficiency, no unit,  
K2 - equivalent molarity to charge constant, mol/C, 
 
 K2

+
 = (3 - 2to

+)/2F - pos. electrode, K2
-
 = (1 - 2to

-)/2F - neg. electrode, 
 
K3 - absolute constant, mol/C, K3

+
 = -K3

-
 = 1/2F. 

 
The ion migration due to water decomposition is accounted for in (3.15). The acid 
concentration is not affected by current for heat generation and dissipation. This cur-
rent is eliminated from (3.15) using charging efficiency factor (new in this chapter; 
compare with Eq. (2.10)).   

3.4.5. Gassing and Water Loss  
Battery gassing is a result of incomplete recombination of oxygen and/or hydrogen 
evolution. Water dry-out is a consequence of extensive gassing. 
 
Oxygen evolution  and reduction. The local oxygen evolution rate in electrode is pro-
portional to the oxygen reaction current on positive electrode (in advanced model, the 
grid corrosion could also be accounted for) 
  

 
evl

O2m

t

∂

∂
= 1

4F

+

O2i

x

∂

∂
 

 
and the reduction rate is proportional to the oxygen reaction current on negative elec-
trode (in advanced model, the oxygen transfer through separator (3.10) could also be 
accunted for) 
 

 
red

O2m

t

∂

∂
= - 1

4F

-

O2i

x

∂

∂
,   

where  
mO2 - number of moles of oxygen generated or reduced locally in a single electrode, 
mol/cm3,  
iO2 - oxygen reaction current density for positive iO2

+ or negative iO2
- electrode, A/cm2.  
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This model can be simplified if calculated for the whole electrode as a lumped pa-
rameter model. Equations (3.1b) and (3.7) solved for single layer gives the oxygen 
reaction current i02Sp = I02 for positive I02

+ or negative I02
- electrode in ampers. The 

total number of moles of oxygen generated or reduced on a single electrode can be 
calculated by integration of mO2 over volme of electrode, approximately nO2 = Sp∆x 
mO2. Here Sp - plate area, cm2 and ∆x - plate thickness, cm. 
 
This simplifies calculations of the oxygen evolution and reduction as well as calcula-
tion of the hydrogen evolution up to the differential system [36] explained below.   
 
The oxygen evolution rate is proportional to the oxygen reaction current on positive 
electrode 
 

 
dt

dn evl
O2  = 1

4F
(I02

+ - Ik
+) 

 
and the reduction rate is proportional to the oxygen reaction current on negative elec-
trode 

 
dt

dn rec
O2 = - 1

4F
 I02

-,   

where  
nO2 - number of moles of oxygen generated or reduced on a single electrode, mol,  
I02 - oxygen reaction current for positive I02

+ or negative I02
- electrode, A,  

Ik
+ - corrosion reaction current on positive electrode, A.  

 
The reduction rate is proportional to the evolution rate according to steady-state re-
combination model (in advanced model, this could be replaced with non-constant 
ORE for improved accuracy) 
 

 
dt

dn rec
O2 ≈  kore dt

dn evl
O2  or  I02

-  ≈ - kore I02
+, 

 
where kore - oxygen recombination efficiency, no unit.  
 
Hydrogen evolution. The hydrogen evolution is proportional to the hydrogen reaction 
current on negative electrode [10] 
 

 
dt

dn evl
H2  = - 1

2F
 IH2

- +  1

4F
 Ik

+  

where  
nH2 - number of moles of hydrogen generated on negative electrode, mol, 
IH2

- - hydrogen reaction current on negative electrode, A.  
 
The hydrogen recombination process on positive electrode is very slow and can be 
ignored. 
 
The evolution and recombination processes between electrodes are irreversible by 
switching from discharge to recharge. The potentials for primary reactions are shifted 
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far from the equilibrium potentials for oxygen or hydrogen reactions. This makes re-
version impossible. The gassing process during recharge is similar to discharge but 
more extensive because of further shifted potentials. 
 
A possible imbalance between evolution and recombination rates will trigger the ac-
cumulation process of gasses in free space of battery. The oxygen accumulation and 
recombination processes are well balanced in VRLA battery.  
 
The hydrogen evolution is progressive accumulation process but is much less exten-
sive than evolution of oxygen: 
 

 
dt

dn g
O2 = 1

4F
( IO2

+  -  IO2
- - Ik

+),     
dt

dn g
H2  = - 1

2F
 IH2

-,  

 
where nO2

g, nH2
g - number of gas moles (oxygen or hydrogen) accumulated in the free 

space of battery, mol.  
 
The following simplified models can be used for approximation of steady-state gas-
sing process 
  

 
dt

dn g
O2 = 

dt
dn evl

O2 - 
dt

dn rec
O2 ≈  (1 - kore) dt

dn evl
O2 . 

 
The partial pressure of gases is proportional to the number of gas moles in the free 
space of battery accumulated under closed valve. Pressure that is any higher than the 
preset opening pressure of valve will trigger gas escape with rates 
 

 
dt

dn esc
O2 = g

H2
g

O2

g
O2

n  n 
n 

+

1

4F
( IO2

+ -  IO2
- - Ik

+),  

 
dt

dn esc
H2  = g

H2
g

O2

g
H2

n  n 
n 

+
 ( 1

4F
 Ik

+ - 1

2F
 IH2
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The water dry-out equals to hydrogen escape through valve (the model ignores direct 
dry-out through the plastic box) as the gas is mostly (80 %) hydrogen 
 

 
dt

dn H2O = 
dt

dn esc
H2 .  

 
Here nH2O - number of water moles of dry-out, mol.  
 
High water loss (over 10%) can drastically affect battery performance.  Batteries with 
more than 15-20% water loss are replaced in most applications [29].   

3.5. Experiment  
The proposed model was tested experimentally [58]. It was first calibrated and then its 
accuracy evaluated against the measured data. A simple testing system  was used to 
record measured data in the experiment. This system was the same as described in 
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Chapter II – see Fig. 2.1. The testing methodology used was also the same, with the 
exception of extended charging time (see below). 

3.5.1. Experiment Description 
The data presented in this chapter is relevant to the following operation of batteries 
[58]. A string of fully charged batteries was discharged after 1 day of rest with con-
stant current at rate C/I = 5.6 h and then charged at rate C/I = 4.6 h for a short period 
until the voltage of 2.20 VPC was reached. Then, the charging current was reduced 
gradually to maintain voltage at approximately 2.24 VPC in all cells, making sure all 
batteries were charged completely.  
 
Two sets of batteries, A and B, from the same manufacturer were used for testing.  
 
Specification. Type: VRLA battery, gel technology. Nominal voltage: 12 V. Capacity: 
C = 28 Ah or more, cut-off time: 5, 10 or 20 hours at discharge current of 5.1, 2.8 or 
1.6 A for cut-off voltage 1.70-1.75 VPC. 
 
Battery design. Number of sections: 6. Number of positive plates: 4, negative plates: 
3. Plate height: 11.3 cm, width: 15.4 cm. Thickness of positive plate: 0.23 cm, nega-
tive plate: 0.22 cm. Thickness of separator: 0.36 cm. 
 
A lumped parameter model is used for data analysis in this chapter. It has the same 
approximation accuracy as the distributed parameter model. The charge-discharge 
rates of the experiment are relatively low (4-6 h). As explained in Chapter II, the elec-
trochemical processes are in weak dependence on the location in electrode for rates 
that are over 1-2 h. The lumped parameter model used was obtained as a modification 
of the distributed parameter model approximated with a single layer per electrode.  

3.5.2. Model Calibration  
The calibrated model from Chapter II is used with some adjustments to electrode 
morphology, thickness of electrodes and separator, and charging exponent and effi-
ciency. For details, see [P6].  
 
In addition, the gassing process model is calibrated using similar identification 
method as earlier. The calibration results are shown for oxygen reaction in Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1. Oxygen reaction parameters. 

Parameter Battery 1 Battery 2 Battery 3 Battery 4 Unit 
i0,O2 0.027 0.015 0.019 0.059 µA/cm2

αa,O2 0.670 0.701 0.693 0.635 no unit 
 
The following values were used as constants in the calculation algorithm: 
Equilibrium potentials vs. SHE: UO2 = 1.23 V for oxygen, UH2 = 0 V for hydrogen. 
 
Batteries of the same vendor are unequal. Variation of the (oxygen) apparent transfer 
coefficients and exchange current densities between batteries corresponds to the 
measured discharge curves and scattering in overcharging shown in Fig. 3.1. This 
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variation is relatively small: 1-10% for apparent transfer coefficients (Table 3.1) and 
30-295% for exchange current densities (Table 3.1). The variation given in literature 
for Tafel slope (which is inverse proportional to the apparent transfer coefficient) is 
often several times larger: 11-22% (70, 80, 90 mV/dec referred in [31]) and for the 
exchange current density an order of magnitude larger: 42-3400 % (1-3, 1-5, 8, 34 
µA/Ah referred in [31]). In our case, the same product from the same manufacturer is 
considered and this makes variation relatively small.  
 
However, some variation exists even if batteries are produced in a short period from 
each other and in the same production line. It seemed that local higher acid fill-
ing/saturation [31] cannot be averaged at the same level by equal compression in 
manufacturing of batteries. It is difficult to prevent the acid to be unevenly adminis-
trated to the plate groups and separators (for example, the separator is shown un-
equally saturated: 54, 49.3, 40.8% in [1]) and in their different zones, causing un-
evenly distributed recombination, observable as a variation of the parameters. Also, 
the cracks that exist in a gelled cell further increase the uneven recombination distri-
bution.   
 
Whatever the origin for variation of parameters in Table 3.1, mass transport of oxygen 
or something else, the scattering of batteries (Fig. 3.1) can be predicted through these 
parameters better than through the electrode morphology and pressure parameters 
([24], [25], [33]) or through the dissolution-limited electrode reaction [36].  

3.5.3. Model Accuracy  
To predict the charge-discharge behaviour of the batteries, the applied current for the 
model was chosen as close as possible to the one measured in the experiment. A spe-
cial control algorithm, driving overpotential on both electrodes, was used to stabilise 
the applied current of the model at measured values. High tracking accuracy was ob-
tained, with tracking error < 1 %. 
 
Voltage. Typical charging curves are shown in Fig. 3.1. They were first measured and 
later predicted using the model. The prediction accuracy is high. The model can pre-
dict measured voltage in full range of charge-discharge processes including deep dis-
charge and overcharge. The following situation is demonstrated in Fig. 3.1. Higher 
voltage is measured on batteries 2, 3 and lower voltage on batteries 1, 2 during over-
charge (the string voltage is constant). Respectively, higher voltage is model-
predicted on batteries 2, 3 and lower voltage on batteries 1, 2. 
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Fig. 3.1. Typical charging curves of tested batteries. Model-predicted and measured voltage is shown as 
a pair of fine and bold lines in the closest neighbourhood for every battery. 

It should be noted that it was found in our tests that the float voltage during over-
charge cannot be used as a simple indicator of SOH of a battery [P6]. 
 
SOC. When the model-predicted charge and the charge calculated by applied current 
were compared, it was found that the model-predicted capacity (maximum charge) of 
36, 34, 34 and 36 Ah of batteries 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, is lower than the capacity 
of 37 Ah computed using applied current. This is because the applied current is higher 
than real charging current due to heat generation and dissipation, current loss through 
isolation and water decomposition in batteries. 
 
Model improvement. The mass transport of oxygen (3.10) is considered the model at 
basic level. We belive that an advanced mass transport model with gas diffusion 
through thin liquid film [46] would be more relevant to physics and 2D model ([4], 
[13], [23]) relevant to local acid saturation in real battery, but it would also be more 
difficult to implement in calculation (involves many unobservable processes) and 
more difficult to implement in monitoring. From the monitoring viewpoint, it is not as 
important to identify the original source of scattering as it is to predict scattering, 
something the model does relatively well.    

3.6. State Estimation 
The calibrated model can be applied for the evaluation of the unobservable processes 
in battery using observable processes. The gas formation processes are evaluated and 
analysed using current-voltage and temperature measurements in this section. Their 
possible use in battery monitoring is discussed.  
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A retrospective analysis is applied. The unobservable processes are evaluated by 
means of (calibrated) theoretical cell model, using current-voltage and temperature 
measurements recorded experimentally in charge-discharge processes.  
 
Charging efficiency. The share of applied current between primary and gassing reac-
tions is in favour of gassing reaction during overcharge, as shown in Fig. 3.2. The 
charging process is ineffective during overcharge. The primary reaction current is 
lower for batteries 3 and 2 than for batteries 1 and 2.  
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Fig. 3.2. Share of applied current between primary and gassing reactions evaluated using the model and 
current, voltage and temperature measurements. The charging quickly turns into extensive gassing for 
the batteries 2 and 3. 

3.6.1. Gas Formation 
Below, the terms initial-charge period, float-charge period, overcharge period and 
voltage scattering  are used as follows. 
 
The initial charging period when constant current is applied is the initial-charge pe-
riod. 
 
The limited charging period between initial-charge and overcharge periods is the 
float-charge period. A constant voltage is applied to limit current in this period. 
 
The inflation or deflation of voltages of single batteries during overcharge is the volt-
age scattering.  
 
The charging period after the scattering of voltages starts is the overcharge period.  
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Oxygen current. All batteries in a string were charged almost completely to reach the 
state of overcharge. Battery 1 was charged to 99.4 % of maximum capacity, Battery 2 
to 99.9 %, Battery 3 to 99.9 %, Battery 4 to 99.4 %. The voltage scattering starts at 98 
% of maximum capacity for all batteries. The applied current was nearly equal to the 
primary reaction current until this point (at 98 %) was reached, from there on the pri-
mary reaction current was increasingly more and more compensated by oxygen evolu-
tion and recombination current (Fig. 3.3) and, to a lesser amount, by hydrogen evolu-
tion current (Fig. 3.4). These secondary processes are less stable; they depend on gas 
formation and transport through separator.  
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Fig. 3.3. Oxygen evolution and recombination current on positive (P) and negative (N) electrodes 
(equivalent to 80 – 173 mA/100 Ah at 25˚ C) evaluated using the model and the current, voltage and 
temperature measurements.  Oxygen evolution and recombination processes are well balanced.  

Float-charge period. The oxygen evolution and recombination currents are slightly 
higher for batteries 1 and 4 than for batteries 2 and 3 during float-charge period. This 
difference cannot be observed directly from measured data, it is masked by high cur-
rent of the main reaction.  
 
Overcharge period. The oxygen current for battery 3 is higher than for other batteries 
during overcharge; for battery 2 it has an increasing trend. Difference between the 
batteries is observable by oxygen current during overcharge, it is large enough for not 
to be masked by the current of main reaction. The oxygen current can be used for dis-
tinguishing between seemingly equal batteries under overcharging. 
 
Hydrogen current. The hydrogen evolution current is slightly higher for batteries 1 
and 4 than for batteries 2 and 3 during the float-charge period (Fig. 3.4). This differ-
ence cannot be observed directly from measured data – it is masked by high current of 
primary reaction and/or oxygen reaction. The hydrogen current for batteries 2 and 3 is 
higher than for other batteries during overcharge. In principle, the hydrogen current 
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could be used for distinguishing between seemingly equal batteries. However, since it 
is so small compared to oxygen current, it is better to use the latter for this purpose. 
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Fig. 3.4. evolution current on negative electrode (equivalent to 1.2  – 2.1 mA/100 Ah at 25˚ C) evalu-
ated using the model and the current, voltage and temperature measurements. This current is much 
smaller than oxygen evolution current it is equal to the corrosion current (if ORE = 1).  
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Fig. 3.5. Gas reaction current of tested batteries (equivalent to 1.4  – 2.4 mA/100 Ah at 25˚ C), evalu-
ated using the model and the current, voltage and temperature measurements. This is influenced by 
difference in evolution of recombination currents. 
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Fig. 3.6. Water dryout evaluated using the model and the current, voltage and temperature measure-
ments (water loss 0.32 - 0.64 % per year at 25˚ C).  

Gas escape and water loss. The gas escape and water dry-out evaluated using the 
observable current-voltage measurements are shown in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6. The gas 
escape is shown as the difference of oxygen evolution and recombination currents 
plus hydrogen current.  The water loss is calculated from the hydrogen current in Fig. 
3.6. 
 
Initial-charge period. The gas escape is small during the initial-charge period but it 
increases substantially during the float-charge period and before or during the over-
charge period depending on battery. A high primary reaction current can be produced 
with relatively low overvoltage during initial-charge period. This overvoltage is not 
sufficient to produce current of the secondary reactions – they are hindered by the low 
value of SOC.  
 
Float-charge period. When the charging proceeds at constant voltage, it will be more 
difficult to produce the current of primary reaction because of reaction hindrance with 
increased value of SOC. As a result, higher overvoltage should be applied. This pro-
duces more current in secondary reactions than in primary reaction. Both oxygen and 
hydrogen currents are relatively high during the float-charge period.  
 
Overcharge period. In the next period the oxygen evolution current is high but still in 
good balance with recombination current. As a result, it has little effect on overall 
oxygen escape, especially considering that the oxygen evolution is a more productive 
process than hydrogen evolution, especially for high value of SOC. The primary reac-
tion is completely hindered during overcharge. The water loss at the end of charging 
process is relatively small. Aging of batteries 1 and 4  is smaller during the over-
charge than it was during the main charge period.   
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On an interesting note, the scattering of voltages is not related to electrolyte density or 
conductivity during overcharge, there are no changes as shown in Fig. 3.7. 
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Fig. 3.7. Electrolyte density (D) and conductivity (C) evaluated using the model and the current, volt-
age and temperature measurements. The scattering of voltages (Fig. 3.1) is not affected by electrolyte 
concentration or conductivity. 

3.6.2. On Relation of Capacity and Overcharge Voltage  
Solution of the battery monitoring problem could be simplified if some simple indica-
tors of the state-of-health of battery would be found. Unfortunately, it seems unlikely. 
In our experiments, it was found that the float voltage during overcharge or resistance 
cannot be used as simple indicators (for details, see [P6]). It was shown that high float 
voltage during overcharge can be explained with high ohmic resistance, but no direct 
link between battery capacity and float voltage or resistance during overcharge was 
found. 

3.7. Conclusion 
This chapter presented a modified version of the model introduced in Chapter II. The 
model was enhanced to take into account the gassing processes that happen in a bat-
tery during the whole charge/discharge cycle, but most notably during overcharge.  
 
Ability to evaluate batteries during overcharge – by monitoring gassing currents – 
gives us the opportunity to reliably monitor the SOH without completely discharging 
a battery, something that cannot be easily done in UPS systems. This is especially 
useful considering that simple indicators like float voltage during overcharge or resis-
tance cannot be used as simple indicators of battery health as demonstrated in [P6]. 
With the help of theoretical model, the unobservable processes in a battery such as 
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reaction rate, overpotential, current density, porosity, acid concentration, gassing, and 
water dry-out become visible. 
 
Regarding simple indicators, impedance and conductance measurements have often 
been touted as solutions. Chapter IV provides some insight into these claims. 
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Chapter IV 

4. Using Impedance to Characterise Battery 

4.1. Introduction 
When determining battery health, it is natural that methods which may be classified as 
non-intrusive, i.e., the battery is not discharged, are highly preferred, especially in 
UPS systems. One of them is the method where the battery impedance or admittance 
(conductance) is measured and used as a signal representing the SOC and/or SOH. 
Either voltage or current excitation has been used at frequencies ranging from 10 Hz 
to 1 kHz in the commercially available impedance/conductance meters [41]. The use 
of several frequencies (all usually higher than 100 Hz), has also been proposed to im-
prove the information content of the measurements. 
 
It has turned out (see e.g. [18], [19], [38]) that the readings obtained by using the im-
pedance/conductance meters incorporate extensive scattering. Unfortunately, this scat-
tering is largest in the area of SOC where the user’s interest is highest, i.e., at 80-100 
%. In practice this means that the same reading may equally well correspond to 80 % 
or 100 % of SOC, causing confusion and reduction of credibility of the method. Typi-
cally statistical analysis [19] based on a large number of test samples is needed to dis-
tinguish between failed and healthy battery cells or blocks. In reality, there is often no 
possibility for statistical analysis, because a typical number of battery blocks in series 
in a telecom UPS system is just four. 
 
The problem lies in the used excitation frequency. It is too high for obtaining readings 
that would give more information on SOH and/or SOC. It has been shown in [27], 
[41], [42], [43], [P5] that the impedance at frequencies higher than 1 Hz only includes 
the impedance of the double-layer capacitor at the negative electrode, and the imped-
ance of the current carrying parts. The impedance values are small, and therefore, 
highly dependent on measuring noise. This could partly explain the observed high 
scattering of readings. If the excitation frequency were lowered to mHz level, the con-
tribution from the double-layer impedance at the positive electrode would be in-
cluded. This would markedly improve the information content because of the decisive 
role of the positive electrode [11], and may also be in good correlation to SOH and 
SOC. This chapter will look into this, but from a markedly different point of view. 
 
It should be noted that the explanation given in this chapter is somewhat simplified. 
For full details, the reader is referred to [P8]. 
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4.2. Contribution 
We have developed a method by means of which the battery impedance spectra may 
be quite accurately predicted based on a battery model derived from the electrochemi-
cal processes inside the battery as described in Chapters II and III. Along with the 
calibrated model, current, voltage and temperature data is used for impedance analy-
sis. The method allows us to analyse both double-layer and faradic processes, visual-
ise entire spectra and attempt to distinguish batteries based on impedance.  
 
The method allows batteries to be modelled at extremely low frequencies, while being 
free of the limiting assumptions of stationarity of earlier analysis ([14], [26], [27], 
[41], [42], etc). It ties together the electrochemical battery model and impedance spec-
tra (this is a new approach), allowing the latter to be interpreted as the non-stationary 
changing of electrochemical processes. Double-layer impedance is also derived from 
basic processes. 
 
The proposed method, along with the results, is described below. 

4.3. Battery Impedance 
The processes in an electrochemical battery may be divided into fast and slow proc-
esses having time scales in the order of few seconds and hours, respectively. The fast 
processes are related to the double-layer impedance at positive and negative electrode, 
and  the slow processes to the electrochemical or faradic processes of the same elec-
trodes. 
 
As a dynamic system, a battery may be described by means of an impedance-based 
small-signal equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4.1 [21], [30], [41], [42], [49], [43], [50], 
where Cd represents the double-layer capacitor characterising the double-layer proc-
esses, and W the Warburg impedance characterising the faradic processes (note that 
the designations used later in this chapter are different from those in Fig. 4.1). The 
value of the double-layer capacitances is large, and therefore, it is obvious according 
to the equivalent circuit below that the overall impedance at higher frequencies (i.e., > 
100 Hz) composes only of Li and Ri due to shunting effect of Cd. The equivalent cir-
cuit parameters of Fig. 4.1 are not constant but dependent on SOH and SOC. 
 

iRiL
dPC

PW
dPR

dNC

NWdNR

 
Fig. 4.1. Basic equivalent circuit of electrochemical cell including physical connections (Ri - ohmic 
resistance, Li - inductance, Rd - charge-transfer resistance, Cd - double-layer capacitance, W - Warburg 
impedance, P - positive electrode, N - negative electrode).  

The double-layer and faradic (Warburg) impedances [2], [12], [34], [45], [54] do not 
significantly overlap in frequency and therefore can be analyzed separately, as done in 
this chapter. The overall impedance may be formed using superposition of the ob-
tained double-layer and faradic impedances.  
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The earlier battery-impedance analyses based on the equivalent circuit models [21], 
[30], [41], [42], [43], [49] or electrochemical cell model [14] were based on assump-
tions that could adversely affect the accuracy of predictions: 1) linear response, 2) sta-
tionarity during measurements, and 3) open-circuit condition. In papers [P5], [P7], 
[P8], linearity and stationarity are not required and any dc current can be applied. 

4.4. Double-layer Impedance 
On the interface between solid and liquid phases in a porous electrode, a mini-charge 
will build up that remains constant as long as the applied current is constant. This 
mini-charge is unrelated to the battery capacity or charge produced by the electro-
chemical reaction. Fast battery dynamics are induced by change of the applied cur-
rent, which in turn induces a change in the mini-charge of double-layer. This change 
is shown as the voltage-drop response to the current pulses in Fig. 4.2. The voltage-
drop is considered with respect to the thermodynamic equilibrium voltage that can be 
measured during zero applied current.   
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Fig. 4.2.  Voltage-drop response (lower curve) to current pulses. 

The ratio between voltage-drop and applied current is a dynamic process (Fig. 4.3), 
addressed here as the dynamic resistance of the battery. Several methods can be used 
to characterise a battery through its dynamic resistance using model, time response or 
frequency response characteristics. 
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Fig. 4.3. Dynamic resistance as the ratio between voltage-drop and current pulses shown in Fig. 4.2. 

1. Time response. A battery can be characterised through voltage-drop curve ob-
tained as the response to current pulses. This characteristic can be easily measured, 
but is inconvenient for practical use since it requires expert knowledge in the form of 
reference data for comparison.  
 
2. Model. The double-layer capacitance can be charged or discharged rapidly accord-
ing to the following model (without dynamics this is Ohm’s law) 
 

 rctcdl
dη
dt

= w(r0 + rct) - η,    η(t0) = η0,  (4.1) 

 
where 
t0 - initial moment chosen for analysis, sec, 
t - time in a few seconds range, sec, 
η - surface overpotential, V,  
w - applied volumetric current density, A/cm3, 
 

 w = app

p

I
hS

,    w = wM + wbyp, 

 
Iapp - applied current, A, 
h - thickness of porous electrode, cm,  
Sp - plate area, cm2, 
wM - faradic primary reaction current: volumetric current density, wM = AjM, A/cm3, 
wbyp - capacitive bypass current through capacitor, wbyp = w - AjM, A/cm3,  
rct - charge-transfer local resistance, rct = rct(t0), Ωcm3; it is equal to the specific resis-
tance of electrode material (with unit Ωcm) if divided by plate area,  
r0 - conducting elements local resistance, r0 = r0(t0), Ωcm3, 
cdl - double-layer specific capacitance, cdl = cdl(t0), F/cm3. It is defined as a volumetric 
charge density, i.e. electrode capacity per volume.  
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The faradic-current and capacitive-current can be expressed as the overall applied cur-
rent, whereas specific capacitance and local resistances are expressed as overall pa-
rameters for the electrode. This simplifies model (4.1) giving 
 

 RctCe
d
dt
η = Iapp(R0 + Rct) - η,    η(t0) = η0,  (4.2) 

 
where  
Rct - electrode charge-transfer resistance, Rct = rct/hSp, Ω, 
R0 - conducting elements resistance, R0 = r0/hSp, Ω,  
Ce - electrode capacitance, Ce = cdlhSp, F, 
Sp - plate area, cm2, 
h - thickness of electrode, cm.  
 
The charge-transfer resistance depends on the specific resistance of electrode material 
and other conducting elements. The conducting elements resistance depends on the 
specific conductivity of acid and other materials in current pathways. The double-
layer capacitance depends on the utilization of the electrode through active surface 
area A as a constant dependent on the SOC: A(θ(t0)). 
 
The surface overpotential is induced by slow and fast components, η = η0 + ηf. The 
slow component η0 is induced by electrochemical processes η0 = I0(R0 + Rct) and the 
fast component by charging or discharging of the double-layer capacitance, ηf = η - η0 

= ∆η. 
 
The charging rates of double-layer are essentially different for positive and negative 
electrodes. A good agreement with experimental data can be obtained on the basis of 
model (4.2) if it is applied as a two-rate model, differing for electrodes. The model-
predicted voltage-drop is compared with measured data in Fig. 4.4. They are almost 
identical, as are their modifications – the dynamic resistances. The model error is 
small in few seconds range, but it increases significantly in the longer term due to the 
electrochemical reaction.  
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Fig. 4.4. Measured (lower curve) and model-predicted (middle curve) voltage-drop. 
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3. Frequency response. The double-layer frequency response can be obtained as a 
Fourier transform of the dynamic resistance (actually, it is somewhat more compli-
cated [9], but convolution is left out of presentation for simplicity) 
 

 Z(ω) = 
app

 η(t)
 I (t)

F
F

 = 

∫

∫
∞

∞−

ϖ−

∞

∞−

ϖ−η

dte)t(I

dte)t(

tj
app

tj

,   (4.3) 

where  
F - Fourier transform (operator), 
R(t) - battery dynamic resistance, Ω, 
Z(ω) - battery complex resistance or impedance, Ω, 
j - imaginary unit, j = 1− , 
ω - angular velocity, rad; ω = 2πf, f - frequency, Hz.  
 
This transform (4.3) for both electrodes can be calculated on the basis of model (4.2) 
as 
 

 Z(ω) = R0 + 1

1 1

R
1 + jωR C

+ 2

2 2

R
1 + jωR C

, (4.4) 

 
where 
Ci - double-layer capacitance for positive C1 = Ce

+ or negative C2 = Ce
- electrodes,  

Ri - charge-transfer resistance for positive R1 = Rct
+ or negative R2 = Rct

+ electrodes,  
R0 - total resistance of conducting elements; it includes resistance of electrodes and 
separator, grid resistance, inter-cell connector resistance and battery terminals resis-
tance.   
 
The obtained double-layer impedance (4.4) allows interpretation of the results through 
the theoretical model and its adaptation to the electrochemical process changes. This 
type of adaptation of fast process impedance to slow process time-variable changes is 
is known [61] as a pseudo-stationary approach and frequently used in practice. 
 
This formula (4.4) for equal (overall) electrodes is typical in many papers [30], [50]. 
 
The complex resistance (4.4) evaluated on tested batteries is shown as Nyquist and 
Bode diagrams in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6, respectively.  
 
The double-picks shown in both diagrams were observed on tested batteries. The first 
arc of the curve in Fig. 4.5 is for the negative electrode and the second arc for the 
positive electrode. If charge-transfer resistances were equal, both arcs would be equal 
in size but different in distribution of the frequency points on the curve. High fre-
quency points are more concentrated at the origin. Lower capacitance also moves 
them closer to the origin. The first peak of the phase-angle in Fig. 4.6 is observed at 
low frequency of about 1 Hz; it is for positive electrode. The second peak is observed 
at higher frequency of about 10 Hz; it is for negative electrode. The absolute value of 
the complex resistance (modulus) is rather small at higher than 10 Hz frequencies.  
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Fig. 4.5. Battery double-layer impedance. 
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Fig. 4.6. Battery double-layer frequency response: modulus (lower curve) and phase-angle (upper 
curve). The left-side pick of phase-angle at lower frequency is for positive electrode and right-side pick 
for negative. 

The double-layer impedance depends strongly on the SOC and other parameters of the 
electrochemical reaction. This dependence can be accounted for through adaptation of 
the parameters of (4.4) to more complex cell model represented in Chapters II and III. 
The impedance curves adapted to the state of electrochemical reaction are shown in 
Fig. 4.7 and the frequency response curves in Fig. 4.8. The characteristics of four bat-
teries are shown for discharge at SOC = 99, 57, and 16 %.   
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Fig. 4.7. Batteries B1-B4 double-layer impedances shown for discharge at SOC = 99,  57, and 16 % in 
wide range of frequencies (1 mHz-12 kHz). The double-layer impedance is affected strongly by SOC-
level. Small inequalities between batteries cannot be detected by this characteristic. 
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Fig. 4.8. Batteries’ double-layer frequency responses for discharge, represented as equivalent character-
istics to the impedances shown in Fig. 4.7 through absolute values and phase-angles. The phase-angles 
are less sensitive to SOC than modulus or impedance.  

These characteristics are dependent on the electrochemical reaction so strongly that 
some constant frequency level for detection of weak batteries, by measured imped-
ance, cannot be chosen, especially if impedance is measured in single point at high 
frequency. The use of multiple frequencies and simultaneous comparison with other 
batteries may help, but not much. In fact, the double-layer impedance is not sensitive 
indicator of weak batteries even if complex cell model is used to calculate battery ref-
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erences. This is shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 for four batteries with slightly different 
capacity: 36 Ah – batteries 1, 4 vs. 34 Ah – batteries 2, 3. These batteries cannot be 
easily distinguished by double-layer impedance at any state of the electrochemical 
reaction. The situation is not better during charge either – see Fig. 4.9 (overcharge is a 
special situation [P8] not shown in this figure).   
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Fig. 4.9. Batteries’ double-layer frequency responses for charge The phase-angles are more sensitive to 
SOC than modulus. 

The double-layer impedance (Fig. 4.5-Fig. 4.9) evaluated on the tested batteries by 
current-voltage and temperature measurements using the model-based method (see 
Chapters II and III for information on test conditions and model calibration) is quite 
similar to the results obtained by other authors [21], [30], [41], [42], [43], [50]  using 
conventional methods.  

4.5. Electrochemical Impedance 
The electrochemical or faradic impedance is reaction-dependent impedance that char-
acterises slow faradic processes in a battery, typically corresponding to frequencies 
lower than 100 µHz. 
 
Battery impedance and electrochemical reaction are related through Fourier transform 
for the complex processes described by the electrochemical cell model (see Chapters 
II and III). The process of deriving the model for impedance from the electrochemical 
reaction is outlined below. 

4.5.1.  Impedance Model 
To evaluate battery impedance, a Fourier transform of the model described in Chap-
ters II and III needs to be performed. For this, first, the model is solved analytically 
for the lumped parameter case, and then the results used to derive a formula for sur-
face overpotential. These are then applied to derive the model for impedance. 
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The approach is based on the use of Fourier transforms in such a way that the battery 
discharge current, and the resulting voltage drop, i.e., the surface overpotential, are 
assumed to be single pulses for which the corresponding Fourier transforms may be 
defined. The electrochemical impedance or its spectra may be presented as a ratio of 
the voltage pulse and current pulse transforms. The discharge time is considered to be 
a forecast period. It is obvious that the longer the forecast period is, the better the slow 
processes are characterized. This is equivalent to the depth of  discharge. 
 
The typical forms of the excitation and response pulses are shown in Fig. 4.10 and 
Fig. 4.11. 

 
Fig. 4.10. Discharge current pulse used as an excitation at moments t0 = 1h lasting  T0 = 2h. 
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Fig. 4.11. Resulting surface overpotential. 
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The solution of the model is simple if the volumetric current density is distributed uni-
formly and expressed through the applied current, which is a simple test signal as 
shown above. If the volumetric current density can be assumed to be distributed uni-
formly (i.e., wM(x) = wM) then the applied current is directly proportional to the 
volumetric current density according to 
 

 wM = app

p

I
hS

,  (4.5) 

where  
wM - volumetric current density of primary reaction, A/cm3, 
h - thickness of porous electrode (constant), cm, 
Sp - plate surface area (constant), cm2, 
Iapp - applied current (virtual test signal), A. 
 
It is assumed that the charge/discharge rates are relatively slow. Thus the gassing in 
the electrodes is insignificant and the drop of acid density in the electrodes is well 
compensated by diffusion of fresh acid from separator. These relaxed conditions are 
removed in [P8]. 
 
Simplified model. Assume that the applied dc current I0 drives the electrochemical 
system (2.1)-(2.10) to a state (θ0, ε0, c0) at the current moment t0. After this moment, 
applied current Iap.0 drives it further in interval t0 ≤  t ≤  t0 + T0 and dc current I0 beyond 
that interval. Evolution of the system in the interval depends on the initial state (θ0, ε0, 
c0) only. It is independent of the events before the current moment and also independ-
ent of the dc current applied. Therefore, zero dc current can be assumed, meaning that 
a battery is at rest outside the interval 0 ≤  s ≤  T0, s = t - t0. The evolution process in 
the interval [t0, T0) can be expressed as the lumped parameter modifications of (2.4), 
(2.9) and (2.10) 

 

dθ = Ah

max

α
Q

wM ds,           θ(t0) = θ0,              (4.6) 
 

dε = K1wM ds,                 ε(t0) = ε0,               (4.7) 
 
εdc = (K2 - cK1)wM ds,    c(t0) = c0,               (4.8) 

 
where  
wM = Iap.0/hSp - constant, A/cm3,  
Iap.0 - current pulse amplitude, A, 
t0 - initial moment for analysis, sec,  
T0 - forecast period: current pulse width, sec. 
 
This system (4.6)-(4.8) can be viewed as an electrochemical reaction description (in 
the case of lumped parameter model) or a single layer reaction description (in the case 
of distributed parameter model [P8]).  
 
Solution. The system (4.6)-(4.8) can be solved analytically using the method of inte-
gration by the separation of variables. The solution of the system can be expressed 
through the time-dependent functions as 
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θ(s) = θ0 + Ah

max

α
Q

wM s, (4.9) 
 

ε(s) = ε0 + K1wM s,                                          (4.10) 
 

c(s) = 0 0 2 M

0 1 M

c ε + K w s
ε + K w s

.                                     (4.11) 

 
The functions (4.9)-(4.11) can be applied to derive another time-dependent function – 
surface overpotential – from simplified electrode reaction equation as follows. 
 
Simplified electrode reaction. The exact formula of electrode reaction (2.5) can be 
approximated as a simple hyperbolic function 
 
 jM = 2i0

Mµβ2 sh(αkη), (4.12) 
 
where  
µ - dimensionless acid concentration, µ = c/cref,  
k - constant, k = F/RT. 
 
Here, the difference of two exponential functions ex - e-ax with unequal growth rates (a 
≤ 1) is approximated with a hyperbolic function 2sh ax = eax - e-ax. This approximation 
is justified as follows. The sum of two exponents is close to the one whose growth 
rate is faster by absolute value. It is essentially supreme if the overpotential is shifted 
far away from the equilibrium potential. This takes place for large dc current. For zero 
dc current (shift zero), the approximation error is zero. These simple ideas are applied 
for the parameterisation of the simplified electrode reaction (4.12) as follows.   
 
• On positive electrode, anodic apparent transfer coefficient α = αc should be ap-

plied for discharge reaction and cathodic coefficient α = αa for charge reaction.  
• On negative electrode, α = αa can be applied for discharge reaction and α = αc for 

charge reaction.  
• For battery at rest (close to the equilibrium voltage), symmetric kinetics α = 1 

should be applied.  
 
The transfer current density (4.12), multiplied by surface area (2.2 and 2.3), and ex-
pressed as the volumetric current density (4.5) – which is constant for applied current 
in this work – gives the following formula 
 
 wM = 2i0

MA(θ(s))µ(s)β2sh{αkη(s)}. (4.13) 
 
The surface overpotential is an argument of function (4.13) – it depends on time 
through the solutions of (4.9)-(4.11) of the system (4.6)-(4.8). 
 
Surface overpotential. The volumetric reaction rate Eq. (4.13) can be solved with re-
spect to surface overpotential as a logarithmic function 
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η(s) = 
2ln(y y 1)

αk
+ +

. (4.14) 

 
Here, y is the ratio between the volumetric current density and the exchange current 
density, corrected with the current values of the effective surface area and acid con-
centration  

 2y = M
M β2

0

w
A(θ(s))i µ(s) . (4.15) 

 
Formula (4.14) is an inverse hyperbolic function arsh y = ln(y + 2y 1+ ) of (4.13). 
 
Simple formula for overpotential. It seemed that the curve for surface overpotential is 
a complicated function of time by the analytical formulas (4.14), (4.15), (4.9)-(4.11), 
but actually, it is not.  The curve drawn for constant current by numerical data is a 
simple function that can be approximated well (see Fig. 4.12) with the following ex-
ponential power series: 
 
 ηa(s) = a0 exp(a1s1 + a2s2 +…+ ansn),  0 < s < T0,   (4.16) 
 
with coefficients (ai) adapted to the charge or discharge curve along the evolution of 
SOC.  
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Fig. 4.12. Measured resistance on batteries 1-4, compared with resistance predicted by the second order 
exponential power series model with coefficients a1 = 0.015 h-1, and a2 = 0.026 h-2. Even for period this 
long (6 h), the second order power series is acceptable model; for a shorter period (2 h), it is almost 
ideal fit for any battery. 

It was found in numerical analysis that analytical solution (4.14) could be approxi-
mated sufficiently precisely with second order power series. The approximation coef-
ficients can be evaluated (by means of the surface overpotential calculated from the 
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cell model according to current, voltage and temperature measurements) from the re-
gression (non-linear, but linear by parameters) ln η(s) = ln(a0) + a1s + a2s2 using com-
putationally effective least square method.  
 
It is only natural that overpotential can be represented as an exponential power series 
(4.16), remembering that constant applied current can be achieved by increasing over-
potential slowly for well-charged battery and rapidly for discharged battery.  
 
The approximation formula (4.16) for overpotential can be used in the case of con-
stant current. In the case of normal constant-current/constant-voltage charging the ap-
proximation formula should be applied in both intervals of charging separately. 
 
Calculating impedance. The electrochemical impedance can be calculated as a Fourier 
transform of the dynamic resistance observed during long period. Real calculations 
should be performed separately for overpotential and applied current to make the Fou-
rier analysis consistent as shown below 
  

 Z(ω) = 
app

η(t)
I (t)

F 
F 

, (4.17) 

where 
η - surface overpotential, V, approximated by second order version of exponential 
power series (4.16)  
 

 η(t) = a0 exp(a1t + a2t2),  0 < t < T0, 
 
ai - coefficients adapted to the current state of reaction ai = ai(t0) at moment t0, sec-i,  
Iapp - applied current - long pulse of length T0 used as test signal, A, 
T0 - forecast period, sec. 
 
The adapted coefficients are an implicit representation of the electrochemical cell 
model in a compact form. They depend on almost every process in a battery – as does 
impedance.  
 
The Fourier transforms for surface overpotential and impulse current (test signal) can 
be calculated analytically. The final result – complex resistance of electrochemical 
reaction – can be expressed (Table III, Section 10.10 in [48]) as the following func-
tion 
 

 Z(ω) = R0 + {
2

0 1 0 2 0 0

1 2 0

a exp{a T  + a T  - jωT }
a + 2a T  - jω

 - 0

1

a
a  - jω

}
ap.0 ap.0 0

jω
I - I e xp(- jωT )

, (4.18) 

 
where 
Z(ω) - impedance, Ω,  
Iap.0 - current pulse amplitude of virtual test-signal, A, 
T0 - forecast or predictive-analysis period, s; i.e. the period that Fourier analysis is set 
up to see the battery behaviour ahead by applied method. The longer the forecast pe-
riod is, the better the slow processes are characterized. This is equivalent to the depth 
of  discharge. 
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Here impedance (exponential function) is a periodic function [P8], which is a result of 
Gibbs phenomena (oscillation at pulse coners) [48].  

4.5.2. Experiment and Calculations 
As in previous chapters, the cell model was calibrated in a way that it predicts 
charge/discharge behaviour rather well, using current, voltage, and temperature data 
recorded in real-life experiment [58]. The calibrated model was applied to evaluate 
the surface overpotential during charge/discharge processes. The surface overpotential 
was used to evaluate coefficients of the exponential power series of (4.16) at any cho-
sen moment. Using coefficients impedance calculation is a simple application of the 
formula (4.18). No direct measurements of impedance were made at any frequencies. 
The forecast period T0 was 2 h and the current 5 A (see Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11).  
 
The electrochemical impedance for the positive and negative electrodes are shown for 
discharge of SOC = 99, 57, 16 % in low frequency range of 1-80 µHz in linear fre-
quency scale in Fig. 4.13, Fig. 4.14, and Fig. 4.15. They were evaluated on four bat-
teries in a string. 
 
The electrochemical impedance depends strongly on SOC. Its real and imaginary 
parts are widely spread over the plot of complex resistance for deeply discharged bat-
tery, as shown in Fig. 4.13, Fig. 4.14, and Fig. 4.15. In addition to this effect, inequal-
ity between the batteries is well observable. The impedance curves are packed tightly 
in two groups: batteries 1, 4 and 2, 3 (as is their actual capacity: 36 Ah versus 34 Ah), 
especially for deep discharge at low frequency.   
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Fig. 4.13. Positive electrode impedance shown for discharge of SOC = 99, 57, and 16 %. The curves 
for similar batteries 1, 4 and 2, 3 are closer to each other.   

The positive electrode impedance (Fig. 4.13) is several times larger than the imped-
ance for the negative electrode (Fig. 4.14) in terms of both components: real and 
imaginary. The overall impedance of both the electrodes and separator, i.e. the elec-
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trochemical cell (Fig. 4.15), is close to the positive electrode impedance with the ex-
ception of being more warped. 
 
The rapid growth is generally accepted as the shape of impedance for the positive 
electrode: [12], [45], [30], [39], [41], [42], [43], [44]. The slope of growth varies from 
some degree to vertical and over, depending on a paper. A weak counter-clockwise 
oriented spin was measured experimentally in mHz range in [44]. 
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Fig. 4.14. Negative electrode impedance shown for discharge of SOC = 99, 57, 16 %. The curves for 
similar batteries are grouped: batteries 1, 4 – higher branches and 2, 3 – lower branches.   
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Fig. 4.15. Cell impedance shown for discharge of SOC = 99, 57, 16 %. These curves are more warped 
than for positive electrode. The curves for similar batteries 1, 4 and 2, 3 are closer to each other. 
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The Warburg impedance [34] represents data in the mHz range approximately as a 
line with certain slope. The slope depends on the lowest frequency used; in the mHz 
range it approaches the vertical or horizontal lines in dependence on type of model 
used. The "coth" type model (de Levie impedance [12]) is developed [34] for the non-
permeable diffusion layer and the "tanh" type model for the permeable diffusion layer 
at boundary. The "coth" type model is more relevant to the positive electrode or cell 
and "tanh" type model to the negative electrode but by values they are far from actual 
in the mHz range.  
 
The shape of impedance for the negative electrode is a semicircle, which agrees with 
the curves obtained in [2], [30] , [34], [41], [42], [43], [44], [54]. 
 
The negative electrode is less affected by acid concentration than positive electrode. 
Its time-varying change is flatter and characterised with slightly negative coefficient 
a1 of the exponential power series. This makes for difference in the spin direction of 
the impedance curves. The spin of the logarithmic spiral is clockwise oriented for the 
positive electrode (Fig. 4.13) and cell (Fig. 4.15), and counter-clockwise oriented for 
the negative electrode (Fig. 4.14).    
 

4.6. Overall Impedance  
The overall impedance of electrochemical and double-layer processes can be calcu-
lated approximately by the superposition of both impedances. The constant ohmic re-
sistances of the conducting elements and the charge-transfer resistance should be re-
moved partially from the superposition to avoid double consideration 
 

Z(ω) = ZDL(ω) + ZF(ω) - R0 - Rct, (4.19) 
 
where 
Z - overall impedance,  
ZDL - double-layer impedance, 
ZF - electrochemical impedance, 
R0 - resistance of conducting elements, 
Rct - charge-transfer resistance. 
 
The approximation formula (4.19) is justified by the nature of slow and fast processes. 
They are not overlapping in frequency (see the caption of Fig. 4.16). The double-layer 
capacitance is an effective shunt for the faradic current at higher frequencies than 
0.01-0.1 Hz. This is shown in Fig. 4.16. The electrochemical impedance, being sev-
eral times larger, can characterize the discharge properties of the tested batteries more 
completely than double-layer impedance, allowing the small inequalities between bat-
teries (B1, B4 vs. B2, B3) to be detected.  
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Fig. 4.16. Overall impedance shown for discharge of fully charged batteries. The first quarter arc (> 10 
Hz) corresponds to the double-layer impedance at the negative electrode, the second quarter arc (≤ 10 
Hz) the double-layer impedance at the positive electrode. The electrochemical impedance corresponds 
to the frequencies ≤ 0.1 mHz. The fuzzy area between the two processes shows the periodic compo-
nents originating from the method used. 
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Fig. 4.17. Overall impedance shown for discharged batteries of SOC = 57, 16 % in wide range of fre-
quencies from 1mHz to 1kHz (the periodic components are not shown). 

4.6.1. Comparison with Linear Stationary Analyses  
The modulus and phase angle of the overall impedance measured over eight decades 
of frequencies, i.e., from 1mHz to 100 kHz, on several types of batteries was reported 
in [26], [27] and low frequency impedance in [41], [42], [43]. These measured results 
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are somewhat similar to the predicted results in [P5], [P7], [P8], irrespective to the 
different type of batteries used.  
 
The double-layer impedances for the positive and negative electrodes are closer to 
each other in [27] and less affected by the SOC [26] than in [P5], [P7], [P8].  
 
The impedance spectrum resulting from the non-stationary analysis [P5], [P7], [P8] in 
µHz range is different from the corresponding spectrum of the linear stationary analy-
sis [26], [27], [41], [42], [43] in mHz range due to the following reasons: 
 
1. The Warburg part of the impedance curves in [26], [27], [41], [42], [43] is more 

depressed and shorter. This is because of the lower frequencies used. The lower 
limit of the frequency considered in linear analysis is about 1-5 mHz, equivalent 
to the forecast period T0 = 3-17 min. In [P8] the test batteries were analysed using 
much longer period T0 = 2 h. If the period had been decreased, the shape of im-
pedance would have been more linear and shorter. For comparison, see the curves 
of impedance analysed on the same test batteries, but for T0 = 1h in [P5]. The 
more linear and shorter curves are natural: the shorter test period includes less in-
formation on the non-stationary behaviour of a battery.  

2. Higher dc current has tendency to give more depressed impedance curves [P5], 
[P7], [P8]. This is because of the electrode reaction is highly non-linear. Its equa-
tion (2.5) can be approximated with a linear function only if the potential is close 
to the equilibrium potential or in open-circuit conditions [26], [27]. 

4.7. Conclusion 
Battery impedance is a combination of double-layer and electrochemical reaction im-
pedances. The double-layer impedance depends on the state of electrode through the 
double-layer capacitance and charge-transfer resistance. The frequency response char-
acteristics are different for positive and negative electrodes – double-layer process is 
slower on positive electrode. Its phase-angle has a peak at about 0.1 Hz for the posi-
tive electrode and at about 10 Hz for the negative electrode for tested batteries. From 
this, we can conclude that many conventional impedance meters see the negative elec-
trode only. 
  
The double-layer impedance depends on SOC so strongly that even large differences 
between batteries are masked. Hence, it is difficult to distinguish between outwardly 
equal batteries with different backup time by double-layer impedance.  
 
The electrochemical impedance depends on electrode reaction through basic processes 
for SOC, porosity, acid concentration, and others. It characterizes these processes 
rather well at low frequencies in milli- and microhertz range. Batteries in this range 
can be analyzed using current-voltage and temperature measurements and the method 
proposed described in this chapter. The electrochemical impedance is a sensitive indi-
cator: it can distinguish between outwardly equal batteries with different backup time.   
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Chapter V 

5. Efficient Software for Battery Estimation and 
Analysis 

5.1. Introduction 
Previous chapters have introduced the battery models for main and gassing reactions, 
as well as impedance. The purpose of this chapter is to show how prototype software 
suitable for quick and effective evaluation of batteries is implemented. The software is 
based on fast calculation algorithm developed from the theoretical cell models pre-
sented in Chapters II-IV. The implementation of the algorithm is optimised by utilis-
ing sparse matrix technique, parallel identification of batteries, and, where possible, 
substitution of the distributed parameter model with reduced dimension or lumped 
parameter model. 
 
In addition to the calculation algorithm and its optimised implementation, the chapter  
covers calibration methods and calculation speed/precision. Also, screenshots from 
the software (with explanations) are presented. 
 
The material on this chapter is, for the most part, based on [P3], [P4], [P2]. 
 
It should be noted that since all battery research groups in the world are using various 
computational tools, similar sparse matrix-based methods for solving electrochemical 
systems do exist and are implemented in experimental software, including battery 
software [17] [23], [24]. However, due to public unavailability, these were not used as 
a basis for our reasonably quick and accurate approach.  

5.2. Contribution 
The following was carried out: 
1. Fast calculation algorithm was developed from theoretical cell model, utilising 

specific structure of the model along with advanced calculation techniques. As a 
result, the required calculation time was reduced drastically in prototype battery 
testing software. The calculation speed of one physical second per one hour of 
battery time (so, for example, modelling of 12-hour process takes just 12 seconds) 
was achieved for lumped parameter model and one minute per one hour for dis-
tributed parameter model. Single battery or several batteries in a string can be ana-
lysed with nearly equal speed. This improvement makes application of the theo-
retical cell model in battery testing practical. 
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2. Based on the algorithm, modelling software was developed. A good fit was found 
between data measured in experiment and data predicted by the software for full 
range of charge-discharge processes including overcharge. High prediction ob-
tained is a strong evidence for applicability of the model and its implementation in 
software for battery characterization. The software can evaluate unobservable 
processes like overpotential, reaction rate, porosity, acid concentration and other 
electrode parameters from measured float voltage, applied current and temperature 
of surrounding atmosphere. Also, outwardly equal batteries with different backup 
time and cut-off time can be distinguished in practice. 

5.3. Calculation Method  
The battery model can be in general represented as the following large-scale system  
 
 dz = [A3z - b(z)]dt,    zt = z0,  (5.1) 
where 
z - electrochemical state of battery; it contains the following co-ordinates:  
z = [il, φl, φs, ε, c, θ]T - current density, liquid potential, solid potential, porosity, acid 
concentration and SOC. Every coordinate is a space-dependent process, represented in 
a number layers. The sandwich of two electrodes and separator is divided into L lay-
ers, each part of sandwich has equal number of layers. 
A3 - three-diagonal matrix, 
b - nonlinear vector function. It is a combination of power function, hyperbolic func-
tion and exponential function, depending on co-ordinate. 
 
The model is dynamic for porosity, acid concentration and SOC; it is static for other 
components, i.e., current and potential (dx = 0, x = [il, φl]T).  
 
The system (5.1) can be solved using time-iterative calculation procedure (t = 0, ∆t, 
2∆t, ...).  
 zt+1 = zt + [A3zt - b(zt)]∆t,   zt = z0.  (5.2) 
 
This is a two-rate system with current and potential considered as dynamic processes 
using a small parameter technique to introduce a slow component of the system.   
 
Calculation engine. The system (5.2) can be solved using several methods. The algo-
rithm (Fig. 5.1) used is outlined below. This is a simple and fast calculation method.  
 
First, the initial state is defined using some reference values for processes: z = z0. This 
is followed by calculation of various process values as described below. 
 
Step 1. Calculate volumetric current density v = A(θ) j(c,η) for fixed parameters of 
SOC, acid concentration and overpotential, i.e. calculate profile (vector) of the active 
surface area A(t,x) = A(θ(t,x)), x = 0, ∆x,…,L∆x from Eq. (2.2) or (2.3) and profile of 
the transfer current density j(t,x) = j(c(t,x),η (t,x)) from Eq. (2.5) for fixed parameters 
z0 = [θ0, c0, η0]T - SOC profile, acid concentration profile and overpotential profile 
correspondingly. Note that the volumetric current densities in the separator and cen-
tres of electrodes are zeros.   
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Step 2. Solve Eq. (2.1) as system A2il = b(z0) for the current density in liquid phase. 
Here il - current density profile (vector) in liquid phase, A2 - double-diagonal matrix 
of units: -1 on diagonal and +1 on upper diagonal, b(z0) - vector function with coordi-
nates: bn = v(θ(t,n∆x),c(t,n∆x),η(t,n∆x))∆x, v - volumetric current density, ∆x - step 
of depth (space discretization), z0 = [θ0, c0, η0]T - fixed parameters: SOC profile, acid 
concentration profile and overpotential profile correspondingly.  
 
The current density in separator is equal to applied current. This is a boundary condi-
tion. It can be used for solution as follows. Change overpotentials η0(0), η0(L)) in the 
centres of electrodes until the model-calculated applied current is equal to a measured 
value (using PID-adjustment). The resulting values are the boundary conditions for 
calculation of the liquid potential.  
 
Step 3. Solve (2.6) as system A2φs = b(z0) for the solid potential. Here φs - potential 
profile in solid matrix, A2 - double-diagonal matrix of units, b(z0) - vector function 
with coordinates: bn = [il(t,n∆x) - iapp(t)]∆x/σε(t,n∆x)β3, il - current density in liquid 
phase, iapp - applied current and ε - porosity, z0 = [il.0, ε0]T - fixed parameters: current 
density profile in liquid phase and porosity profile correspondingly.  
 
The starting points for calculation are zero boundary values at separator surface. A 
back-forward solution of Eq. (2.6) can be used for the positive electrode and forward 
solution for the negative electrode. There will be free boundary values in the centres 
of positive electrode and negative electrode.  
 
The potential drop on solid matrix is small. To simplify, it can be ignored as well. 
 
Step 4. Solve (2.7) as system A2φl = b(z0) for the liquid potential. Here φl - potential 
profile in liquide phase, A2 - double-diagonal matrix of units, b(z0) - vector function 
with coordinates: bn = il(t,n∆x)∆x/κε(t,n∆x)β4 + (RT/F)(1 - 2to

+) f [c(t,(n+1)∆x) - 
c(t,n∆x)], κ - acid conductivity, f - molar activity, to

+ - transference number, z0 = [il.0, 
ε0, c0] - fixed parameters: current density profile in liquid phase, porosity profile and 
acid concentration profile correspondingly. 
 
Step 5. Solve (2.9). Calculate a new value for porosity by integration in time: εt+∆t = εt 

+ b(z0)∆t. Here ε - porosity profile, ∆t - step of time, b(z0) - vector function with co-
ordinates: bn = K1 v(θ(t,n∆x),c(t,n∆x),η(t,n∆x)), v - volumetric current density, z0 = 
[θ0, c0, η0]T - fixed parameters: SOC profile, acid concentration profile and overpoten-
tial profile correspondingly. 
 
Step 6. Solve (2.10). Calculate a new value for acid concentration by integration in 
time: ct+∆t = ct + [(D/∆x2)A3ct + b(z0)]∆t. Here c - acid concentration profile, A3 - 
three-diagonal matrix: -2 on diagonal and +1 on upper diagonal and lower diagonal, D 
- diffusion coefficient, b(z0) - vector function with coordinates: bn = [K2 - c(t,n∆x) K1] 
v(θ(t,n∆x),c(t,n∆x),η(t,n∆x))/ε(t,n∆x), v - volumetric current density, z0 = [θ0, 
c0, ε0, η0]T - fixed parameters: SOC profile, acid concentration profile, porosity and 
overpotential profile correspondingly. 
 
Step 7. Solve (2.4). Calculate a new value for SOC by integration in time: θt+∆t = θt + 
b(z0)∆t. Here θ - SOC profile, b(z0) - vector function with coordinates: bn = 
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v(θ(t,n∆x),c(t,n∆x),η(t,n∆x))αAh/Qmax, v - volumetric current density, αAh - charging 
efficiency, Qmax - theoretical capacity, z0 = [θ0, c0, η0]T - fixed parameters: SOC pro-
file, acid concentration profile and overpotential profile correspondingly. 
 
Finally, replace z0 with newly calculated values and return back to step 1. 

Calculate volumetric current density from Eq. (2.2)-(2.3), (2.5)

Calculate solid potential from Eq. (2.6)

Calculate current density in liquid phase from Eq. (2.1)

Calculate liquid potential from Eq. (2.7)

Calculate porosity from Eq. (2.9)

Calculate acid concentration from Eq. (2.10)

Calculate SOC from Eq. (2.4)

Battery state: electrochemical processes (in time and space)

Model
parameters

Boundary
conditions

(measurements)

Initial
conditions

(1st iteration)

 
Fig. 5.1. The calculation algorithm. 

Optimisations. Thickness of porous electrode is about 1 mm or less. A small sampling 
interval (250 ms) should be used for stable approximation of the electrode with multi-
ple layers (6). Considering computational power that is available from today’s PCs, it 
is a measurable challenge to approximate electrode even with 6 layers.  
 
The need for model calibration makes this significantly harder still. The best predic-
tion accuracy of the battery string is obtained if every battery in the string is calibrated 
separately. This includes running each battery repeatedly against experimental data 
with different model parameters, trying to match simulated current and voltage read-
ings to the ones actually measured. For reasonable accuracy, 50-300 runs are required 
for each battery. With experimental data being from about half a day in length, it is 
clear that the calculation speed needs to be much faster than the physical speed for the 
system to be of any use.  
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The initial system achieved calculation speeds about two times slower than physical 
process time, making automatic model calibration impossible. Since then, four op-
timisations were introduced as follows.  
  
1. The need for computational power was reduced by about 100 times using sparse 

matrix technique [40]. The diagonal property of the matrix A is used in this tech-
nique.  Using the fact that the matrix A has three diagonals for acid concentration 
and two diagonals for all other processes, calculation procedure can be made 
faster. In general, it is complicated to apply 2- and 3-diagonals properties simulta-
neously. However, it is simple to apply these properties if we solve system (5.2) 
for every process separately, assuming that other processes are known from the 
last step of iteration. This separation will not produce essential inaccuracy in the 
case of smooth variation of process, but it does create short-term oscillation in the 
calculation scheme after transaction from discharge to recharge or vice versa. It 
should be noted that this separation method is not the most accurate, but it is the 
simplest and fastest one.  

2. Before, sequential calibration of battery string was used, i.e., the program only 
identified one battery at a time, running the other batteries at their default settings. 
By converting this method to parallel calibration, up to tenfold speed increase was 
achieved, depending on the length of the battery string. Best of all, the parallel 
conversion introduced no significant overhead. 

3. Taking advantage of the fact that large discharge rates (C/I < 1 hour) are often not 
used in telecommunications UPS systems, distributed parameter model used be-
fore, where each electrode was divided into 6-16 layers, could be replaced by re-
duced order or even lumped parameter model, where each electrode is viewed as a 
whole. This alone speeded up the program significantly, up to five times, but the 
main benefit was that it allowed the time step of iteration to be increased drasti-
cally (10-100 times) – see next optimisation. 

4. Reducing the number of layers to one allowed time step to be increased most sig-
nificantly. With improvement of stability, speed increase up to 900 times was 
achieved. For this extension, the distributed parameter model was converted to 
lumped parameter model for both electrodes. Large modification was made to the 
calculation engine for application on two models simultaneously (usually, differ-
ent methods are used in the literature to solve these models). Achieving stability in 
singular lumped parameter case is a rather complicated task. The stability is sensi-
tive on boundary conditions of the sandwich of cell. They must be defined even 
more precisely than in the case of distributed parameter model. 

  
With these optimisations, the calculation speed of one physical second per one hour of 
battery time was achieved for lumped parameter model and one minute per one hour 
for distributed parameter model (see Section 5.6). This improvement makes applica-
tion of theoretical cell model in battery testing possible. 

5.4. Model Calibration 
Before the evaluation of a given battery string can be carried out, the model parame-
ters need to be matched to the physical properties of the string. Although many pa-
rameters are known from literature and some parameters are known beforehand, such 
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as the number of batteries in a string, number of sections per battery, and dimensions 
of electrodes, many are unknown and cannot be directly measured.  
 
For these parameters, an automatic calibration procedure is applied that uses the 
measured current, voltage, and temperature data from a full discharge or a partial dis-
charge and the subsequent recharge for the battery/string being calibrated. Use of full 
discharge information naturally gives more accurate model than the use of the partial 
discharge. The method uses the battery current as an excitation and predicts the bat-
tery voltage as a response as shown in Fig. 5.2. The difference between the predicted 
and measured voltage is minimised by adjusting the model parameters accordingly, 
using the simplex method described in [28].  
 

Battery

Electrochemical
cell model +

Current Voltage

Parameters adjustment

Model error
minimized

Data:
- measured
- simulated

 
Fig. 5.2. Battery model calibration procedure. 

If the required measurement data is available, the model for each block in a battery 
string can be calibrated individually. A typical inaccuracy is in the range of 0-50 mV 
for a 12 V battery block (i.e., six cells in series). 
 
The following parameters are usually configured:  

 Thickness of porous plates for both electrodes and separator. 
 Exchange current density for both electrodes. 
 Tortuosity exponents for SOC-related reaction rate limitation.  
 Maximum active surface area and electrode morphology coefficients.  

 
It was observed on tested batteries that these parameters affect model performance the 
most. However, if the need arises, different parameters can be chosen. Overall, the 
software currently has over 50 parameters common for all batteries in a string, plus 25 
battery-specific parameters.  
 
The software uses simplex method for calibration. This is a standard method, which is 
most powerful if initial values of parameters are known relatively well. The method is 
suitable for local optimisation; it is faster than random search (Monte Carlo) method 
(random search method is described in [53]), especially when optimising more than 
one parameter at the time. The simplex is controlled by a choice of initial area. Setting 
up large initial area results in wide search, whereas setting up small area results in lo-
cal search. Although the method can jump over true value of parameters if the initial 
area is too large with the starting point close to optimum and the method is slow if 
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initial area is too small with the starting point far from optimum, it is fairly well suited 
for model calibration in this case.  
 
The calibration process is reasonably quick (for exact figures, see Section 5.6.). Fast 
lumped parameter model can be used in the case of low discharging rates (C/I > 2 
hours) and slow distributed parameter model in the case of high discharging rates (C/I 
< 1 hours).  

5.5. Software Features  
The software implementing the theoretical cell model is written in C++ and runs un-
der Win32 platform (Windows 98/2000, etc). After the model has been calibrated for 
a given battery string, the program is able to visualise, using real-time charts, a large 
number of unobservable processes of the electrode by total current, terminal voltage 
and temperature of the surrounding atmosphere of the battery. Besides main parame-
ters like the active material mass and morphology of electrodes, other unobservable 
processes can also be evaluated. These include overpotential, reaction rate, porosity, 
acid concentration and other electrode parameters. They can be used for more thor-
ough battery analysis, being useful in battery diagnostics or failure detection.  
  
Up to 10 batteries in a string can be tested simultaneously with the current version of 
the software; this number can be increased quite easily in future versions (the required 
calculation time depends on the length of battery string relatively weakly). 
 
The features of the software are explained in more detail below. 

5.5.1. Options 
Selecting File | Options will bring up Options dialog as shown in Fig. 5.3.  
 
From this dialog, various options can be configured. It also allows the user to modify 
model parameters directly (instead of calibration) is so desired. The page names 
should be quite self-explanatory. 
 
In addition to parameters common to all batteries, it is possible to set battery-specific 
parameters from the Electrode page as shown in Fig. 5.4. 
 
Despite the large number of available model parameters, only few of them need to be 
modified often; the rest have reasonable defaults. 
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Fig. 5.3. Options dialog. 

 
Fig. 5.4. Setting battery-specific parameters. 
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5.5.2. Identification (Calibration) 
Choosing Identification | Identification will allow user to choose the parameters to 
be calibrated using the method described in Section 5.4. The software will do the 
number of cycles specified by the user, using initial area also set by the user. After the 
calibration process has finished, choosing Identification | Results Sorting will let the 
user review the new values for the model parameters, and, if satisfied, make them ac-
tive. 

5.5.3. Battery Evaluation 
After the model has been calibrated, the software is able to visualise various unob-
servable battery processes using real-time charts. There are two options: 
 
1. Choosing Process | Simulation will launch simulation of battery process, using 

parameters set via calibration and Options dialog, and simulated values for SOC, 
float voltage, charge/discharge current, battery resistance, and temperature. No 
data files are used. 

2. Choosing Process | Simulation + Recorded Data will launch a process similar to 
option 1, only this time using previously measured values for the parameters listed 
above, read from a text-format data file. 

 
Below are results from an (option 2) run with four batteries described in Section 5.7.  

 
Fig. 5.5. Open circuit potential as charted by the battery testing software. Neg. electrode potential is the 
line in the middle,  pos. at the bottom, total at the top. 
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Fig. 5.6. Evolution of electrolyte density. Because of slow charge-discharge rates, the diffusion of spe-
cies is fast, enough to equalise the concentrations in positive electrode, negative electrode, and separa-
tor. 

 
Fig. 5.7. Acid porosity. Porosity is lower in negative electrode in comparison with positive electrode. 
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Fig. 5.8. Oxygen reaction rate. There are quite significant differences between gassing processes in 
batteries, especially at the end of charge. 

 
Fig. 5.9. Electrochemical impedance of positive electrode shown for frequency 1 mHz - 1 kHz at 60 % 
SOC. 
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Fig. 5.10. Double-layer frequency response: modulus and  phase angle at 60 % SOC. 

The software is also able to draw electrodes and separator profiles at any point of the 
process. Sample profiles taken at 40% SOC level with distributed parameter model 
and discharge current of 20 A (C/I = 1.8 h) follow. 

 
Fig. 5.11. Reaction rate depends weakly on location in electrode and strongly on discharge time.  
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Fig. 5.12. Overpotential. Electrolyte overpotential depends weakly on location and strongly on dis-
charge time. 

 
Fig. 5.13. Acid concentration in electrodes. The difference in acid concentration between batteries is 
visible in this figure. 
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Fig. 5.14. Electrode porosity depends weakly on location in electrode and strongly on discharge time. It 
is lower in negative electrode in comparison with positive electrode. 

5.6. Performance 
The model can be calibrated using data of discharge process. There is no need for dis-
tributed parameter model if C/I > 2 h. 
 
The performance of the calibration process was tested on a PC with 1 GHz Pentium 
III processor and 256 MB of RAM running Windows 2000. The measurements file 
was run through 300 times, ensuring good calibration of the model. Both lumped and 
distributed model were tested with one and four batteries, taking advantage of the fact 
that there is no need for distributed parameter model if discharge time (C/I) > 2 h. In 
distributed model, two, four, and six layers were tested. For distributed parameter 
model, the discharge time was 1 h; for lumped model, it was 6 h. The results are 
shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Required calculation time to ensure good calibration of the model using data of 1-6 h dis-
charge process. 

Model C/I Layers 1 battery 4 batteries 
Lumped 6 h 1 6 min 17 s 9 min 12 s 
Distributed 1 h 2 8 min 27 s 12 min 45 s
Distributed 1 h 4 22 min 40 s 33 min 20 s
Distributed 1 h 6 1 h 28 min 2 h 16 min 
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5.7. Software Validation of the Model  
The prediction accuracy of the software was tested against measured data recorded in 
many experiments (see Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16). The following experiment, similar to 
the ones described in earlier chapters, was typical. 
  
Four batteries, connected in a string and placed into a container, were charged and 
discharged at elevated temperature of 40-50o C. The batteries were discharged to un-
der 5-10 % and then charged up to 99-100 % of their real capacity during extended 
charging of 52 hours. The applied current and float voltage of batteries, as well as 
temperature in the container, were measured and recorded continuously. 
  
Data presented in this chapter is relevant to the following experiment. A string of fully 
charged batteries was discharged after 1 day of rest with constant current at rate C/I = 
5.6 h and then charged at rate C/I = 4.6 h for a short period until the voltage 2.13 VPC  
was reached. The charging current was then manipulated to carry out increasing volt-
age from 2.13 to 2.21 VPC. This made sure that all batteries were charged completely 
(similarly to taper charging procedure).  
  
The batteries used in software validation had the following specification: 

 Type: VRLA battery, gelled (GEL) or absorbed (AGM) technology.  
 Nominal voltage: 12 V, nominal capacity: C = 28 Ah.  
 Cut-off time: 5, 10 or 20 hours at discharge current of 5.1, 2.8 or 1.6 A for cut-

off voltage 1.70-1.75 VPC. 
 Number of sections: 6; number of positive plates: 4, negative plates: 3.  
 Plate height: 11.3 cm, width: 15.4 cm.  
 Thickness of positive plate: 0.23 cm, negative plate: 0.22 cm. Thickness of 

separator: 0.36 cm. 

 
Fig. 5.15. Comparison of measured and simulated current. The software-reproduced current matches 
measured current rather well. 
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Fig. 5.16. Comparison of measured and simulated voltage. The software can predict measured voltage 
in full SOC range including deep discharge and overcharge. 

The model current matches the measured current on test batteries in many details in-
cluding the perfect charging curve and deviation of the measured current from the per-
fect curve.  
  
Typical charging curve is shown in Fig. 5.16. This curve was first measured on test 
batteries and then predicted by software. The prediction accuracy is rather high. The 
lumped parameter model can predict measured voltage in full range of charge-
discharge processes including deep discharge and overcharge. The following situation 
is demonstrated in Fig. 5.16. Higher voltage is measured on batteries 2, 3 and lower 
voltage on batteries 1, 4 during overcharge (the string voltage is nearly constant). Re-
spectively, higher voltage is predicted by model on batteries 2, 3 and lower voltage on 
batteries 1, 4. 

5.8. Conclusion 
In tests, the software developed based on theoretical cell model predicted measured 
voltage and current of batteries rather well.  
  
High prediction accuracy of the software is a strong evidence of its suitability for 
evaluation of the unobservable processes in battery by observable processes. Besides 
main parameters like the active material mass and morphology of electrodes, other 
unobservable processes can also be evaluated. These include overpotential, reaction 
rate, porosity, acid concentration, and other electrode parameters. Both lumped and 
distributed parameter models can be used. 
  
The calculation algorithm is optimised for speed, so the required calculation time is 
not an obstacle for application in battery evaluation.  
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Chapter VI 

6. Conclusions 
In the following, the main results of the publications and author’s contribution to them 
are summarised, along with some concluding remarks and plans for future work. 

6.1. Concluding Remarks 
The most significant result of this work is the modified theoretical electrochemical 
cell model and the software implementing this model. In tests, the software, when 
calibrated, predicted measured voltage and current of batteries rather well. This accu-
racy is evidence of its suitability for evaluation of the unobservable processes in bat-
tery by observable processes. Besides main parameters like the active material mass 
and morphology of electrodes, other unobservable processes can also be evaluated. 
These include overpotential, reaction rate, porosity, acid concentration, and other 
electrode parameters. Among others, backup time and cut-off time – important pa-
rameters for telecommunications UPS system – can be tested quite simply. Both (fast) 
lumped and (more precise) distributed parameter models can be used, depending on 
situation. The software, with its optimised calculation algorithms, is fast enough in 
both cases. 
  
Also, since the model takes into account the gassing processes, it is possible to evalu-
ate batteries during overcharge – by monitoring gassing currents – giving us the op-
portunity to reliably monitor the SOH without completely discharging the battery, 
something that cannot be easily done in UPS systems. This is especially useful con-
sidering that simple indicators like float voltage during overcharge or imped-
ance/conductance (see below) often cannot be used as simple indicators of battery 
health.  
 
Battery impedance was also studied by simulation. The results show that it is difficult 
to distinguish between outwardly equal batteries with different backup time by dou-
ble-layer impedance. The electrochemical impedance, however, is a sensitive indica-
tor: it can distinguish between outwardly equal batteries with different backup time. 
Unfortunately, the required frequencies are in the milli- and microhertz range, making 
the practical measurements (that are based on pulse analysis) very difficult. 

6.2. Contents of the Publications 
[P1] describes the basic process (main reaction) model and its application for battery 
state estimation and failure detection (gassing processes are ignored). A new mor-
phology of electrodes is introduced and a charging factor applied. After being cali-
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brated against experimental data, the model is applied for detection of the original 
source of differences between seemingly equal batteries. 
 
[P2] and [P3] describe the (optimised) calculation algorithms and the modelling soft-
ware built on the model. This software was used for obtaining all the results presented 
in this dissertation. [P2] is more model-centric, whereas [P3] describes the software in 
more detail. 
 
[P4] provides an overview of the optimised algorithms and software and describes a 
possible centralized battery monitoring system utilising the battery analysis software 
as its core. A lumped parameter model is introduced. 
 
[P6] extends the model presented in [P1] with support for gassing processes and 
hence supports more accurate deep discharge and overcharge modelling. The modi-
fied cell model is applied for evaluation of the unobservable gas formation processes 
by observable current-voltage and temperature measurements. Battery monitoring by 
resistance and gas formation processes during overcharge is analysed. 
 
[P5], [P7] and [P8] explore, from different angles, the usability of impedance model-
ling for battery evaluation. [P5] and [P7] are written from a simpler, practical view-
point, [P8] is more theoretical. A way to calculate impedance values from the main 
model is presented. It is applied for analysis of test batteries and shown to be accurate, 
enabling detection of differences in battery capacity. Both fast double-layer and slow 
faradic processes are covered. 

6.3. Author’s Contribution to the Publications 
In [P1], [P2] and [P6], the author carried out the model presentation in a form suitable 
for numerical solution, and the implementation in software, allowing evaluation of 
unobservable processes by measured processes. The author also performed analysis of 
test batteries’ data, and model calibration/verification against experimental data, re-
sulting in model calibration feature in software. In addition, author carried out battery 
simulation in charge/discharge processes for SOC and SOH prediction. Initial ideas of 
UPS batteries monitoring were introduced by Teuvo Suntio. The general methodology 
of analysis, literature analysis for screening of model, model improvements, and many 
of the problem statements were formed in discussions with Robert Tenno and Teuvo 
Suntio. The author contributed most of the work. 
 
[P3], and the software described there, was contributed by the author. 
 
The lumped parameter model, optimisations to the model and the software, as well as 
the original idea of the battery monitoring system described in [P4], were author’s and 
carried out by him. The publication was written together with Robert Tenno. 
 
In [P5] and [P8], the exact time-requency relation between electrochemical cell model 
(basic processes) and battery impedance is established in cooperation with Robert 
Tenno, with the author contributing most of the work. The original idea of modelling 
batteries at extremely low frequencies using single pulse belongs to the author. Robert 
Tenno extended the model to more complex processes (fast discharge and over-
charge). Teuvo Suntio analysed the usability of commercially available analysers in 
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the light of the acquired results. Software implementation and battery frequency 
analysis is performed by the author. 
 
The work in [P7] was shared with by Teuvo Suntio, based on the tools created and 
described in Publications [P5] and [P8]. Author contributed especially the experimen-
tal part and about half of the publication. 

6.4. Future Work 
More work should be done on testing and polishing the software implementing the 
models described in this dissertation. Model calibration should be fully automatic, 
currently it contains some parts where manual intervention is required. The mod-
els/software should also tested with more experimental data, and, if necessary, modi-
fied further to ensure robustness. 
 
Following that, the application can be integrated into real-time battery monitoring sys-
tem. Such as system can be either central, as explained in Chapter I, or distributed, 
where a copy of the application is running on each station (there is often plenty of 
spare processing power available, making this approach viable) and signals the need 
for replacement when such a situation comes up. 
 
It is of great interest to convert the results of this study to other type of batteries (lith-
ium-ion). 
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	Abstract: The thesis deals with modelling of valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA) batteries to answer the two biggest questions of ‘will they work’ and ‘when will they need to be replaced’ without resorting to full discharge. Despite the strong efforts undertaken by numerous researchers in search of simple and reliable indicators of  the state-of-health (SOH) of a battery they were never found. Originally, it was expected that resistance, conductance and impedance measurements could be such indicators, but they have turned out to be unreliable. This dissertation attempts to solve the problem by proposing a complex approach utilising fast calculation model for electrochemical processes to predict the behaviour of VRLA batteries under charge-discharge conditions and applying this model to a fast analysis of backup batteries in uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems and detection of weak batteries in telecommunication networks.This model can predict the behaviour of VRLA batteries in full range of charge-discharge processes, including deep discharge and overcharge of batteries, using direct current, voltage and temperature measurements. The SOH of batteries can be detected by this method in terms of natural electrochemical processes.
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